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Tuesday, March 8,1988

Bowling Green, Ohio

Police
hunt for
peekers

City rejects
Theta Chi's
party permit
by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

Although City Council unanimously voted against a Theta
Chi fundraiser last night, a former president of the fraternity
vowed the fight is not over.
"We have not ruled out going
to court on this issue," said Tim
Noonan, former Theta Chi
['resident. "We know the zoning
aws for the areas, and the city
fails to see it is in a business district."
The proposed fundraiser,
Theta Fest, was to be held Saturday, April 30 at the fraternity
house, 334 N. Main St. The
fraternity had already received
an F-permit from the state to
sell alcohol, but was stalled by a
city ordinance requiring council
to grant permission for the
event.
Don Pond, Ward 1 council-

by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

man, said although the council
wants to work with University
students, the fundraiser, which
would have been held in his
ward, raises too many residential concerns.
"The basic opposition pertains
to how the Theta Chis contain
the students to and from the
party, pedestrian traffic
through the residential district,'* Pond said. "This is a
question not easily answered
and I don't think the Theta Chis
have to capacity to deal with."
William Blair, Ward 3 councilman, cited the proposed location of the fundraiser as the
reason for its downfall.
"The fraternity has every
right in the world to be granted
the permit with only one exception — location," Blair said. "It
was quite evident that the
fraternity house
a See Council, page 6.

Candidates vie
on big Tuesday
(AP) — Republican presidential contenders Bob Dole and Jack
Kemp invoked President Reagan's name Monday in an effort to
stem a George Bush tide on Super Tuesday that could propel the vice
president far ahead of his rivals.
Meanwhile, the Democrats focused on Texas on the last full day of
campaigning before the most delegate-rich showdown in political
history.
In Washington, a federal judge dismissed GOP candidate Pat
Robertson's $35 million libel suit against a former Republican congressman who questioned his Korean War record.
Gov. Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts, the leader in a new poll of
Texas Democrats, spoke Spanish as he sought support from the
state's Hispanic voters Sunday and then flew to Georgia where he
met with former President Jimmy Carter.
Dole told a reporters at a news conference in Atlanta that "polls do
demonstrate that I beat all the Democrats. He (Bush) doesn't beat
any of them.... We're trying to continue to Reaganize the Republican Party, to let it grow."
D See Tuesday, page 6.

BG News/Rob Upton

A splash of fashion
Dan Johnson, sophomore design technology major, and Rungsinee Phoudad, freshman interpersonal and
public communications major, show off some of this year's popular spring fashions during last night's
fashion show held in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The show, entitled Splash into Spring', was sponsored
by the Fashion Merchandising Association and featured fashions donated by area merchants.

USG debates allocations
by Catherine Hoehn
staff reporter

Some representatives of the
Undergraduate Student
Government are concerned that
USG is holding back on some of
its funds.
Jill Hoffman, chairwoman of
the Finance Committee, said at
Thursday's meeting she believes the budget outlined by
USG treasurer Todd Landis contains a lot of "fat," or overestimations, of how much
money would be spent in certain
areas. The same money could be
allocated to other needy organizations, she said.
A heated debate developed
during the meeting, ensuing a
motion to allocate money to two
other campus organizations.
The USG finance committee
recommended $100 for The Pi
Sigma Phi's "Media's Effect on
Campaign '88," and 8200 to the
University's American Market-

"It would be difficult to draw
any kind of distinction
between which organizations
would get money and which
would not."
-Kim Strong, chief legislative
officer
ing Association for its International Collegiate Conference.
Kim Strong, USG chief legislative officer, did not agree with
Hoffman and said it would be
hard to draw the line on which
groups received money.
"It would be difficult to draw
any kind of distinction between
which organizations would get
money and which would not. It's
not really our Job to do," she
said.
After several members of the
General Assembly attempted to
voice their opinions regarding

Tuesday
OLach trial nearing an end, see story
page 3.
□ Audits aid rising seniors In determining what they have left to take before
graduation, see story page 3.
DThe MDA Superdance is "successful," see story on page 5.
DFour BG hockey players receive
CCHA recognition, see story on page 9.

the issue, USG Vice President
Jim Perry began to cut off
speakers.
"It was a terrible meeting,"
he said. "We do have a one hour
limitation before they lock up
the building. I'm glad we have
discussion...but we need to shutup to have time to hear from the
people we need to hear from."
The issue remained unresolved, and the General Assembly
tabled the proposals until this
Thursday's meeting, due to lack
of time.
USG President Dave Robin-

son, prior to the meeting, said
the purpose of USG is not to allocate funds to other campus organizations. He said USG has
spent the $22,000 given by the
Advisory Committee of General
Fee Allocations cautiously, and
that the remaining funds, totaling $8,657.72, will be well spent.
"'There is no way there is any
money left to give to campus organizations," he said. "We have
as much money right now as we
should have."
Landis presented an expenditure breakdown for the rest of
spring semester, from which the
most money, $2,200, would be
spent on USG elections. Robinson said about $4,000 of the remaining resources are fixed
costs, including supplies and
employee salaries.
In other business at Thursday's meeting, the General Assembly approved Option 1 for
on-line registration, offering a
user-fee financial plan.

Offenhauer Towers has joined
Harshman Quadrangle in reporting incidents of intrusions,
according to campus police.
I.t. David Weekley, campus
police patrol supervisor, said
several recent cases of men entering women's showers in Offenhauer have been reported.
Campus police said the incidents have been occurring since
February, and descriptions of
the men have been obtained.
The cases are presently under
investigation. Police declined
further comment.
The staff of Offenhauer
Towers has increased its security efforts in response to the recent incidents, according to a
memo issued to Offenhauer residents by Chuck Johnson, Offenhauer hall director.
The memo noted an increase
in the hours of the night staff of
Offenhauer, as well as additional time "doing rounds" on
the floors. Each resident was
also asked to follow several security measures.
Residents are encouraged to
use the "buddy system" when
they shower, by showering in the
same bathroom instead of using
bathrooms at the same time on
opposite sides of the floor, according to the memo.
Offenhauer residents were
also reminded of standard
policies such as the dormitory
escort system and entry after
midnight.
Campus police have also increased patrols in the residence
halls. While the concentration on
dormitories is necessary at this
time, it has resulted in a rise in
campus parking-lot crime,
Weekley said.
Although it is hard to be certain the increase in parking-lot
crime is a direct result of the
high residence hall concentration, Weekley said he sees it as
an obvious connection.
D See Intruders, page 6.

Shuttle survivors
reach settlement
WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal government and Morton
Thiokol, Inc., split the $7,735,000 cost of buying annuities to settle
claims by survivors of four of the astronauts who died aboard the
space shuttle Challenger, according to documents released Monday.
Morton Thiokol, the company that produced the faulty booster
rocket blamed for the Jan. 28,1986 explosion, paid 60 percent of the
total cost of buying the annuities, or $4,641,000, the Justice Department acknowledged. The government's share, 40 percent, cost
$3,094,000.
The families will actually receive more than $7.7 million because
the annuities pay out over a period of many years. The total they will
receive and the breakdown by family were not released.
The documents, along with several Justice Department statements describing how the settlements were reached, were released
to settle a civil suit brought under the Freedom of Information Act
by The Associated Press and six other news organizations. The
government had originally kept all details of the settlements and
how they were reached secret.
The settlements were reached by the government and the company with the immediate survivors of spacecraft commander Dick
Scobee, 46, a retired Air Force officer employed by NASA; mission
specialist Ellison S. Onizuka, 39, an Air Force lieutenant colonel;
pay load specialist Gregory Jarvis, 41, an employee of Hughes Aircraft Co., and Christa McAuliffe, 37, a Concord, N.H., high school
teacher.
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SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — Feathers are flying
in a dispute over a mechanical chicken perched

"Save Our Chicken" petition. A "Save Our Chicken" protest march is planned. And the Simmons

Simmons'Stuf'd Chicken restaurant.
Orange County officials say the 6-foot-tall mechanical bird violates a sign code as it beckons
customers to cross the Pacific Coast Highway at
Sunset Beach, about 30 miles south of Los Angeles.
But you,d Q^y, ^ bureaucrats had thrown a
fox in a henhouse, the way it's got the Simmons'
feathers ruffled.

The chicken flouts the ordinance prohibiting
free-standing or temporary signs in unincorporated parts of Orange County, said Gary Boettcher,
the county's enforcement manager.
"We're trying to improve the visual aspects of
Sunset Beach, and if everybody did this, ft would
promote a garish image," Boettcher said.
Simmons said their mechanical chicken has

"We've got a lot of money tied up in this chicken,
so we're fighting back," Simmons said.
About 500 people have signed the Simmons'

they had been paying to stand by the side of the
road, dressed in a chicken outfit, and wave in the
customers.
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Council wrong
The city set relations between the University
and residents back at least four years last
night.
Ever since students held Manville Madness four
years ago, when property was destroyed and a
fireman was injured by drunken students, the city
and the University have worked together to provide
alternatives to uncontrolled beer blasts — until last
night.
Disregarding students' wishes, City Council turned down a Theta Chi request to hold a fundraiser
at its house, 334 N. Main St.
Although the fraternity went to great lengths to
appease all parties involved, City Council held all
the cards and dealt from the bottom of the deck to
the Theta Chis.
How soon it forgets similar F-permits being handed to other organizations such as St. Aloysius
Catholic Church, the Elks' Club and the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
City Council said the party could not be held at
the Theta Chi's fraternity house, which is zoned for
business, because it abuts private residences.
Although public outcry against the party was
great, the same public voice would have carried
little weight had the owner of the property decided
to build a bar there instead of a fraternity house.
The weekend before the last week of classes is
traditionally a party weekend for the students —
and this year will be no exception.
Despite Mayor Miller's tough-talk about handling
parties, Manville Madness may be back. The students tried to compromise, and no one would let
them.

Crime chain of many links
By Mike
Royko

The yuppie sat down at the bar
and ordered a light beer, then
looked around in a friendly
manner.
In response, I curled my lip
and gave him a hateful stare.
He fidgeted for a moment,
then said: "What the heck's
wrong?"
I told him that I did not take
kindly to those who are a party
to the crime of murder.
"Murder? Me? What are you
talking about?"
Ill tell you what I'm talking
about. Are you now, or have you
ever been, a casual or social
user of any illegal substances?
"Well, sure. I've done a little
grass. Just about everybody in
my generation has. So what?''
An, then haven't you heard
what our First Lady said about
you?
"Me? I've never even met
her."
I meant you as part of a despicable class. She said that when

A timeophobic tale
By Judy Immel
I was going to go without my
watch for a whole day as an experiment, but I couldn't face the
idea.
So what, you may ask.
Well, working in a newsroom,
I pick up a lot of extraneous information, like the number of
cases of toothbrush swallowing
(31).
So I've learned not being able
to live a day without a watch is a
strong indication of a strange infliction called timeophobia.
Timeophobia affects a lot of
people in the twentieth century,
anal guess I'll come out of the
closet now and admit that I'm
one of them.
The symptoms of timeophobia
are easily noticed. One, the victim constantly needs to know
what time it is and if he or she is
not wearing a watch, they will
drive the people around them
crazy by asking what time it is
every five minutes.
Two, the victim wants to know
how long things will take, down
to the last second if possible.
These are people who ask when
someone will be able to call
them back and who get frustrated when the cake which is

supposed to bake in 20 minutes
takes 35.
However, being timeophobic,
surprisingly, does not necessarily mean a person is on time. I've come to the conclusion that
those ideas are quite different.
I, timeophobic though I am, usually arrive just as things start,
or later, because I can't stand
sitting around waiting.
My roommates of my freshman and sophomore years were
the types who arrived someplace with plenty of time to
spare. I got on their nerves quite
a bit.
My roommate now, Kathy, is
even worse about being late than
I am, so together, we walk at full
speed ana arrive huffing and
puffing to our 9:30 classes.
In the morning, Kathy pushes
the snooze on her alarm clock
until I swear she will never, ever
make it to her first class. She
always does get there somehow
though.
I calculate minute-by-minute
how long I need to take a
shower, get dressed and curl my
hair. Of course, I never, ever,
figure enough time.
But as long as I know what
time it is, I feel semi-secure.
Without a watch, I don't know
how many minutes I have left
before I'm late. I can't answer

the many people who ask me if I
know what time it is.
The 1980s have given timeoEhobics a plethora of gadgets to
elp them.
Digital watches, showing the
time to the exact second, always
come in handy. I have an oldfashioned watch with a second
hand, which usually works as
well, except in the dark.
Knowing what time it is when
it's dark is crucial, especially at
the movies. Fortunately, my
boyfriend's watch has a little
light, so I can bother him about
what time it is every 15 minutes
or so.
Timeophobics today have
microwave ovens to time how
long their supper cooks. They
have instant mashed potatoes,
instant rice and fast food restaurants. They can type their words
directly into a word processor,
saving the time of dealing with
rough drafts.
Today's world is on fast forward.
The timeophobics love it.
For those who like to take life
at a more leisurely pace —
watch out or you're going to get
run over.
Immel, a junior news-editorial
major from Cuyahoga Falls, is
assistant city editor for The
News.

This past December, I attended the winter graduation
ceremonies. As I walked in and
sat down with my parents, I
prepared myself to sit and
watch as hundreds of so-called
"scholars" would walk in and
accept the diplomas they had
worked so hard for. Instead, I
was shocked by all the "children" that walked in with signs,
lights, and decorations draped
over their caps and gowns. I am

"Then why were Nancy and
her husband so friendly with
them. When they got together, it
was always a lot of hugs and kissy-face. Didn't that make Nancy
and Ron accomplices to all the
low crimes the Marcos crowd
was committing?"
Once again, mat is diplomacy.
"Why didn't Nancy just tell
them: 'Ferdinand and Imelda,
as a friend, can I ask you a
favor? Would you please say no
to corruption, tyranny and murder?' "
Don't be silly. That isn't the
sort of thing you say at a White
House dinner.
"I guess not. But don't the
Reagans have a lot of rich
friends in business and show
biz?"
Yes, they've traveled in some
prosperous circles.
"Then I'll bet some of their
Palm Springs pals have sable
coats and eat that expensive beluga caviar."
It wouldn't surprise me. If you
got it, you flaunt it.
"But that stuff comes from
Russia. So anybody who buys it
is an accomplice to the spread of
godless communism."
You may be right.
"You think she ever tells her
rich friends: 'Say no to godless
communism. Give your sable
wrap to the Salvation Army'?"
That would be socially presumptuous.

"Maybe that's why Nancy has
never phoned the president of
Mexico and told him: 'Ronnie
and I would like you to say no to
your country's drug dealers.'"
That would not be diplomatic.
"OK, then let me ask you
about Ferddie Marcos and his
wife. All those years they were
running the Philippines, didn't
everybody pretty well know that
they were thieves and tyrants,
Ecketing the tax money we sent
ere and having people bumped
off or thrown in prison ?''
It was common knowledge,
sure.

"You're probably right. But I
wish she'd remember to do one
other thing."
What's that?
"If the subject comes up
again, she should say: 'Ronnie,
say no to selling weapons to the
Ayatollah. Those things can hurt
somebody, dear.'"
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.
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behind the Faculty Senate 110
percent. I think graduation
should be a time of strict adult
behavior.
In a letter in The BG News it
was said that graduation was a
time for celebration. Granted, it
is, but to an extent. After the
ceremony, a party is fine, but
during is plain old stupid. After
four years of partying into the
wee hours of the morning, I
think that graduating seniors
can donate two or three hours to
the likes of the BG faculty and
other students' parents. If it is
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husband taken some kind of action? Aren't there economic
sanctions he can hit them with if
they don't clean up their act on
drugs?"
Yes, he has considerable
powers. But now you're getting
into a very complicated subject.
There are diplomatic considerations. We must weigh the risks of
alienating countries with whom
we have friendly relations.
There are times when we must
consider the big picture and
exercise restraint.
"Well, it's not very diplomatic
of her to call me a murderer if
her husband is letting them get
away with it. And what about the
contras? Haven't I read that
some of them have been in the
dope business?"
The president prefers that
they be called freedom fighters.
He often compares them
favorably to Jefferson, Washington and Franklin.
"I didn't know Jefferson was
ever suspected of peddling
communism, therefore they
must be forgiven some minor
transgressions of our laws.
"I'm starting to understand.
Maybe some ofthese people are
dope dealers. But at least they're our friendly dope dealers."
I suppose that's one way to put
it.

SOCICDV

Letters
Graduation should be
time of adult behavior

you go to your condo, turn on
your stereo and light up a joint,
you are an accomplice to murder.
"Listen, I never get high
enough to hurt anyone. All I do is
eat a few chocolate chip cookies
and fall asleep."
Nancy meant that you are a
link in an evil, deadly chain. By
buying that grass, you contribute to the dirty economic
process that supports the international drug suppliers, the
smugglers, the runners, the pushers and finally their murderous thugs who shoot people and
corrupt the young.
"But the stuff I've smoked is
from California. And my girlfriend gets it from her cousin,
who buys it from a guy in her
aerobics class."
Doesn't matter. It is all part of
the same deadly process. And
you are an accomplice.
He stared into nis beer for a
few moments, then said:
"You know, I guess she's
right."
Then you admit to being an
accomplice to murder?
"If the First Lady says so,
yes. I won't deny it. But let me
ask you something. Don't a lot of
these drugs come in here from
Mexico?"
Sure, tons of it. Tons of tons.
"Yeah, that's what I've read.
And hasn't the Mexican
government been kind of goofing
off in trying to stop the stuff?''
They haven't been as cooperative as we would like.
"Right. Because a lot of Mexican cops and politicians have
Erobably got a piece of the aeon?"
That's a widespread suspicion.
"Like in Panama, where that
general has been running the
country while he's running
drugs down there?"
Yes, an unfortunate situation.
"Then why hasn't Nancy's
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not humanly possible then I
think the students should
"leave, or better yet, not show
up at all" (as Evan Noll said in
his letter on March 2, 1988). As
far as being "just another face
in the crowd," as it was put in a
letter by Amy Weasner on
March 2, why not strive to attain
a goal that will make yourself
stand out, instead of making an
ass out of yourself and making
BGSU look bad.
In closing, I'd just like to say
that if a so-called mature graduating senior can't donate a
few hours of his or her extremely precious time to show
their gratitude to a school that
has put up with them for four
years, then they have no room in
a ceremony and should send in a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Ron Recker
OCMB4555
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Lach's sanity contested

Audits assist
rising seniors

Defense cites divorce as cause for his mental state
by Ron Fritz and Greg Connel

On the final day of testimony in the John
Lach murder trial, mental health experts
gave conflicting opinions as to Lach's menial state.
The former mayor of Clay Center entered
a plea of not guilty by reason of insanity for
the April 4,1987 car bombing that killed his
wife, Elaine.
The legal definition of criminal insanity in
Ohio requires the defendant "was either
unable to determine right from wrong at the
time of the offense, or was so compelled to
act he could not conform to the law.
A Monroe, Mich., psychologist, the key
witness for the defense, testified Monday
that in his opinion, John Lach, 62, was "suffering mental illness that did impair his ability to conform and there is a reasonable
doubt as to whether the defendant knew
what was right or wrong."
Gerald Briskin, the director of psychology
at Wyandot General Hospital, who has served as an expert witness in Ohio and Michigan, said a review of Lach's history has
shown him as a man with an "obsessive
character structure." He said most of
Lach's behavior was a defense against "feelings of inadequacy and impotence."
According to Briskin, the marriage between John and Elaine Lach "was not a good

one" and "was a marriage of conflict," because of Lach's obsession with the idea that
his wife was seeing another man.
Briskin said Lach was "dominating, demanding and tyrannical," during the marriage, but when Mrs. Lach filed for divorce
after some 40 years of marriage, it was an
"intense blow" to Lach.
He said to this day, he believes Lach does
not understand or accept any reasons (for
the divorce.)
"The man was just overwhelmed, confused, he was literally running around like a
chicken without his head," Briskin said.
Although the prosecution made the fact
that Lach had said he should kill his wife and
enter St. Charles Hospital an issue, Briskin
refuted it as a call for help.
When he entered St. Charles, the examination showed that he was a psychotic depressive with paranoid features, "a condition
that does not manifest within five minutes or
24 hours."
Briskin said the fact that Lach attempted
to conceal his crime by taking his wife's car
to an isolated area to plant the bomb, was
not an indication Lach was in control.
"Remnants of his pre-morbid state remained and accounted for actions that may
appear premeditated," Briskin said.
Thomas Sherman, medical director of the
court diagnostic center, disagreed with
Briskin's testimony.
He said Lach's ability to put the idea of

bombing his wife out of his mind for extended periods of time showed he was able to
determine right from wrong and conform
with the law.

by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

With advanced registration in progress. University students
planning to graduate next year are evaluating the remaining
requirements they have left.
To aid students with this process in their junior year, the individual colleges at the University offer audits for students' records.
According to Darlene Thomas, academic adviser in the College of Arts and Sciences, students are recommended to obtain
an audit after completing 75 semester hours.
An audit is an official examination of the student's progress
toward his degree and indicates remaining unfulfilled requirements, she said.

Sheman said Lach suffers from a paranoid
personality, but is not insane.
"A paranoid personality is a remarkably
stable condition that occurs for decades. He
had plenty of opportunities to become
psychotic in 40 years," Sherman said.
"There is no evidence this condition was so
severe that it impaired his judgement of
right and wrong, or kept him from conforming to the law."
Sherman said Lach was subject to misconceptions, as paranoid people commonly
are, but there was no evidence to prove he
was suffering dillusions or losing touch with
reality.
"If Lach really were unable to conform to
the law, he would have just went into the
mall and shot her," Sherman said.
Although the defense asserted Lach's
mental condition deteriorated in the months
before his divorce, Sherman said Lach's actions would would not indicate the change.
"If there really is a breaking point, it's
characterized by inactivity, not activity,"
Sherman said.
Charlene Cassel, a forensic psychiatrist
testifying for the prosecution, said said Lach
may be malingering, or attempting to fake
mental illness in order to be judged as not
guilty.

In the College of Arts and Sciences, students are notified by
the Registrar's Office once they have completed 75 hours to
contact the college office about a degree audit.
Thomas said students should then obtain a check sheet from
the college office, filling in courses, grades and hours they
have taken and received up to that time.
She said she recommends students allocate two to three
weeks for audits to be processed since the college handles an
estimated 2,000 audits a year.
According to Sylvia Smith, student counselor for the College
of Business Administration, the college's procedure for degree
audits is similar to the one m Arts andSciences.
Smith said nearly all students in Business Administration
take advantage of the process before they graduate.
"I see very few files of people applying for graduation who
haven't had an audit done. Smith said.
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BGSU,
meet
the IBM Personal System/2.

If you haven't been introduced yet, now is your
chance to meet the IBM Personal System/2, at the
on-campus IBM PS^2 Fair. The PS/2 represents a
full range of high performance, advanced design
computers, from the economical (but amazingly
versatile) Model 25, to the powerful Model 80. When
you've had a chance to see how the PS/2 can perform,
you'll begin to understand why IBM has shipped
over one million PS/2's since their introduction last April.

Announcing student discounts
You'll also discover that qualified BGSU students, faculty and staff can
order the PS/2 at substantial savings through the on-campus IBM Education
Product Coordinator.
So stop by and meet the PS/2 family. You'll find the graphics are
spectacular. So is the value.

Now Showing!
At the

IBM PS/2 FAIR
Wed & Thu, March 9th & 10th (9am-4pm)
The Business Administration Bldg
2nd Floor, Student Lounge

FVnonal Svrtem/2 i* ■ trademark of IBM («rp.
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virtually anywhere you shop, whether It s for a leather |adset
or a leather-bound classic Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda So during college
and after, it's the perfect way lo pay for just about
everything you'll want
How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe in your potential, we've made ii easier
lo get the American Express Card right now
Whether you're a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers. For details, pick up an
application on campus.
Or call l-800-THE-CARD and ask for
a student application.
The American Express Card
Don't Leave School Without It."
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Grant aids study of defects
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Eileen Underwood has been
studying embryos for nearly
three years in an effort to help
prevent birth defects — she is
beginning to receive some
help.
Recently, the National
Science Foundation decided to
help the University biologist's
research by awarding her a
$160,000 grant.
The NSF is giving the assistant professor $80,000 to work
with for the first year and an
additional $80,000 over the next
two years. Due to the many
costs the research will have,
the budget is strictly planned,
with a large sum going to supplies and salaries, she said.
The budget allows Underwood to study the causes of
birth defects. This will include
examining women's eggs
closely, she said.
"We're interested in things
mothers put into the egg that
are required for normaldevelopment," Underwood said.
According to Underwood, the
research will include looking at
the earliest processes that
occur in the embryos. Some of
these processes include rapid
nuclear division and determination of the cell's fate.
"We will also be looking for
mutations that cause early
lethality, which may be analogous to other mutations in
mammals and would result in

Social worker is
awarded for his
lifetime's work
Court and a Juvenile Probation
Off icier in Minneapolis, Minn.,
he said.
Now, in addition to his duties
at the University, he works parttime at the Mental Health
Center in Defiance with outpatients.
He started working part-time
at the University in 1966. In 1974,
the College of Health and Human Services decided to offer a
degree in social work and he was
asked to set up the department.
Today, the University can
claim the largest social work
department in the state due to
Bertsche's work. With a small
faculty, only four full-time emEloyees and several part-timers,
e said he has to work harder
than most program directors.

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

The faculty member responsible for the inception of the
University's Social Work program will be given a lifetime achievement award this month.
Evan Bertsche, associate
professor of Social Work and the
Sogram's current director, will
awarded the National Association of Social Worker's Lifetime Achievement Award on
March 17.
"I've outlived a lot of social
workers," Bertsche said.
He said he grew up in a small,
central Illinois town, where he
played with children from a
nearby orphanage.
"It left a lasting impression on
me," Bertsche said.

spontaneous abortion," she
said.
To do this she is analyzing
two clones of the DNA, which
involves isolating a number of
sterile and embryonic mutations. Underwood said she has
been doing this type of
research for the last three

cmm£=iBs
!TOPPEIU^7352-0077

(ears and is currently trying to
ind the information needed to
prevent birth defects.
From research she has
already finished, Underwood
has learned that something in
the ovary causes a woman's
egg to be unable to fertilize.

Currently, she is using X-rays
in the isolation process in addition to finding more mutations
to get the information she
needs in her research on how
the embryos develop.

One week only

Entire Stock
30% - 50% off

Bertsche is a member of the
Ohio Association of Social Work
Educators, the Council of Social
Work Education, the National
Association of Social Workers
and the National Association of
Christians in Social Work.

In the early 1960s, Bertsche
established probation offices in
both Fulton and Williams
counties where he was the chief
probation officer in the county
juvenile courts. He also was an
Adult Probation Officer at the
Lucas County Common Pleas

"We're still trying specific
isolation,"she said.

However, he said he was surprised to learn of his award.
"I had no idea anyone was
looking at me," he said.

Rangers place second in state
by Kathy Fox
reporter

The University's Black Swamp Battalion
Ranger Competition Team finished in second place after a three-day state competition over the weekend involving 14 college
units.

Kneesock Special

After he received a degree in
Social Work from Indiana University in 1951, he worked with
abused and orphaned children,
similiar to the children he
played with as a child.

BG News/Rob Upton

Eileen Underwood .

"Since 1978 it has meant a lot
to our graduates (to be from the
largest program in the state),"
he said.

The competition, held in Athens, consisted
of a physical fitness test, marksmanship,
weapons assembly, patrolling, a 10-kilometer speed march, land navigation, a
one-rope bridge crossing, and a grenade
throw.
According to Sgt. Maj. Emmett Hiltibrand, the senior adviser of the team, the
Rangers finished runner-up behind Ohio

State University. In last year's inaugural
event, Ohio University beat the University's
team by a point and a half in the program's
first year running.

weekly labs, and physical training which includes, but is not limited to, push-ups, situps, flutter kicks, and a two-mile run five
days a week, Hiltibrand said.

The event focuses on developing the
cadets for future officers in the U.S.Army,
Hiltibrandsaid.
"I've got 19 years in the army. I have seen
everything and done everything, but this one
event with these kids is the best thing I have
ever done in my life. I give them my all and
they give me their all," he said.

Brian Skomp, freshman team member,
said "The choice of the team is very competitive, extremely tough, but there's very
strong team unity and each person is very
much an individualized character."
Nine members made up the Ranger team,
including an alternate and one female, Shelly Bammel.

The team had seven months of training,
and had already beaten four of the other 13
teams who competed in the grueling threeday ordeal, Hiltibrand said.
The training and preparation for the event
consisted of one road march per week, two

Also known as "The Rock," Bammel said
she gets no privileges in this man's world.
"You're taught as a team, like a teammate. There are no special privileges for being a girl... you hold your own and are part of
the team," she said.

xraram*rac3racmrera*g*ca

American Heart
Association ...

The People for Racial Justice
congratulates the organizers
of the
Valentine's Day Massacre Dance
for their efforts in
promoting interracial
understanding at BGSU.

open Tues. Eve. till 9:00 p.m.
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525 Ridge St.

PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program—June 14, 1988- July 30, 1988
•
•
•
•
•

A full-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students.
Appropriate for most academic majors.
Housing available.
Make your plans now.

i
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The Unwersity of/Mn/lmt

Call the
Department of Physics

IIKI College Park
Dayton. Ohio 4S469-0001

(513)229-2311

NURSING
GRADS

CAMPUS POLLV€V€S
440 E. Court
MONDAY

Make the call
to your future.

If you're a graduating nurse, a
brief phone call can connect you with
some of the best nursing opportunities
being offered to upcoming nursing grads.
Saint Luke's Hospital, a 474-bed teaching
and research hospital affiliated with Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, is an outstanding environment for beginning your nursing career. Learn about our many
advantages, including our programs for continuing
education, our orientations, our excellent patient-to-nurse
ratio, and our attractive salary'benefits package.
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Call us any weekday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. We're eager to hear
from you.
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* Hockey Fans—ANY Hockey game
televised In our area means a
Canadian Beer special at Pollyeyes!
Come see all the games on our
In-house TV
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Club readies Superdance successful
for real world 25 dancers
by Scott Korpowski
reporter

There is a University organization designed to mold students
into America's movers and
shakers.
The Young Executive Club, an
organization which aims to
groom undergraduates for success in the business world,
stresses the development of
Cfessional demeanor and good
iness ethics, according to
Brad Mankin, adviser to the
club and an assistant director of
placement.
John Hofmeyer, president of
the Young Executive Club, said
the club was created to reflect
the situations an executive in the
business world will have to handle.
"Start Your Future Today",
the club's slogan, sums up the
club's purpose, he said. The
year-old club stresses what it
takes to be successful in the
business fields.
"The purpose of the Young
Executive Club is to develop a
professional attitude...a lifestyle, for students going into the
business field," Mankin said.
The club solicits successful
professionals to speak to the
young executives on topics ranging from business preparation
as a student, to job-searching
strategies, and inside secrets on
individual success once in the
business world, he said.
"We have had a speaker discuss interviewing techniques,
such as what to wear, what to
say and how to act," Hofmeyer
said. "And we like to bring in
speakers to discuss timely business topics as well," he said.
The club operates on four
levels — professional, academic, social and personal — to
fully prepare a student for the
business world, Hofmeyer said.
Scott Gargasz, vice-president
of internal operations for the
club, said "Young executives
need to think and act like executives. They need to have current
business knowledge, and they
need good social skills."
The club tries to develop these
skills in its members through
special programs.
"We first try to get members
to identify their own latent
skills, and then to pursue individual development, both personal and academic," Mankin
said.
To hone their extemporaneous
speaking skills by speaking on
current business topics, members present student seminars,
Hofmeyer said. Other programs
include informal discussions on

"The purpose of the
Young Executive
Club is to develop a
professional
attitude...a
lifestyle, for
students going into
the business field."
-Brad Mankin,

raise $2,200
to help MDA
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

The MDA Superdance held in
Offenhauer Towers Friday
raised nearly $2,200 for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association, according to its program
coordinator and chairwoman.
"It made us really happy to
see everyone there," Kim
Page said.
A total of 25 people came to
Offenhauer Towers to dance
and 20 danced for the entire
24-hour period beginnning at
6 p.m. Friday and running until
6 p.m. Saturday. Between 25
and 35 people came in and out
of the dance all evening and
contributed to the cause, she
said.
The theme of the 13th annual
dance was "Rock Around The
Calendar." Two hours were set
aside for each month and the
holidays in that month were
celebrated. For each holiday, a
special guest came to "keep up
morale, Page said.

adviser
business issues.
A continuing stock market
game, where each member parlays fake money according to
the changes in the real market is
one of the club's programs.
"I made $1,500 in three
weeks," Gargasz said. "The
game teaches us that there is
money to be made in the stock
market, and to follow the market daily."
Partially inspired to join the
club because of the recent television drama "The Billionaire
Boys Club," Gargasz said he enjoys the autonomy of the club.
"The club has no defined
rules. We make our own business decisions the way we want,
and can break off from the
norm," he said.
The Young Executive Gub is
looking into affiliating with a
national business fraternity,
Pending a decision by the dean.
he club operates on its own
budget and is a non-profit organization.
The eight-member club is continuing its membership drive.
"We nave about SO interested
students and would like to take
in about 30 to 35 members,"
Hofmeyer said.
BCSt

THEATRE

Each prospective member is
put through a professional-style
interview so the club can get
quality members, as well as to
familiarize new young executives with high pressure interviews, he saidT
The Young Executive Club
welcomes all business majors to
join, and meets every other
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in 102
Business Administration.

El GENE

rOQRQTS special. George** special.
Taco sub. German Delight.
Vegetarian. Monty, Hawaiian
Punch. Chef* Delight. Regular, or
Roasl Beet

PooBoi's

tFikd 16 <w cofceto*.

O'NEILL

MUG

and local businesses contributed food for the dancers.
With the exception of Valerie
Kern, the hall manager of Batchelder, and Page, all of the
work was done by students.

"They (the students) put in a
lot of long hours," Page said.
Muscular Dystrophy is a
crippling disease that can
strike anyone at virtually any
point in life and usually results
in death, she said.

The Michael R. Ferrari Award
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN
for the presentation of
The 1988 Michael R. Ferrari Award
Faculty, students and staff may submit
nominations for this award. Nominees must be
from the Administration staff. Nomination forms
and explanation of criteria are available in the
following locations.
Administration Staff Personnel Office
911 Administration Building
Faculty Senate Office
140 McFall Center

University Union Lobby-

lor only
94S Sow* Matti
FREE DELIVERY DAI1Y

Fro* HAM

352-7571

March 9-12
at 8 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre
in University Hall
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Order By:

■frOne and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
-frHeat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
#On Site Management
■fr Full-time Maintenance
& Swimming Pools
■frClose to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
Special Summer Rates

Phone #
Address:

Also deliver to the following person in my behalf:
Name:

Address:
Phone #

From:

(for gift card)
Delivery area includes all of Wood County.
If off-campus, please indicate town.
Mail to: Daffodil Days
c/o Beta Theta Pi
BGSU

OX

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MARCH 31

American Cancer Society
P.O. Box 47
Bowling Green, OH 43402

-OR GALL 372-28 lO-

All nominations are due by April 15, 1988

3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road

Donation of $4.00 per bouquet to accompany order form.
Make checks payable to AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY-

Name:.

University Bookstore

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!

March 16 & 17
March 11
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Send a bouquet ($4/10 flowers) to a
friend (on & off campus) while helping
CANCER research & services
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Deliver

"We had no budget to work
with, so everything was donated to the cause," she said.
The band, "Deep Six" played
for two hours and Steve Gee,
Inc., a disc jockey from Cleveland volunteered his services

PRESENTS

A MOON FOR THE
MISBEGOTTEN
BY

BG News/Paul Vemon
The 24-hour superdance for the Muscular Dystrophy Association was held on Friday and Saturday starting
at six p.m. on Friday. Eighteen people danced the whole time, and were joined periodically by special
quests and people who just wanted to have fun.

:

Sponsored by Assn. ior Career Women, Alpha Phi Omega and Beta Theta Pi.
!■■.*■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■£■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Office: 400 Napoteon Rd. 352-9135 9-12,1-7 Weekdays 10-4 Saturdays
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Blotter.
Campus.
DA complainant heard a noise
while she was sleeping in MacDonald Hall West Friday at 2
a.m., but went back to sleep.
Later she reported to campus
police that she noticed her
window had been cracked.

Police believe that something
was thrown at the window,
however it was not broken. The
window was replaced by maintenance.
DSeveral suspects were questioned about their involvement
in setting off fire alarms in Anderson Hall (Harshman Quadrangle). According to campus

City.

Photo/Gary Downey

Friendly fowl
Matt Telfer, junior English major, and Gina Boyazis, sophomore
social work major, end their reign as Freddie and Frieda Falcon
after being beheaded at the basketball game against Ball State this
weekend. Applications for next year's mascots are available in 405
Student Services and the deadline is March 17.

DA University student reported to police
Sunday morning that an employee at Howard's Club H threw him against a wall and
"shut his head in a door, causing lacerations.
Police said the student, Charles K. Benson, 018 Rodgers Hall, was trying to enter
the bar through a back door but did not know
the bar was not admitting patrons at the
time.
It is alleged that the employee, identified
as William C. Weigman, 146 S. College
Drive, then assaulted Benson, police said.
Benson was referred to the prosecutor's
office by police.
DA fight in a women's washroom at D.J.'s
Bar, 809 S. Main St., Sunday morning caused
minor damage. No arrests were made,
police said.
uThree white male subjects were seen
breaking windows at the First Hope Pregnancy Center, 143 E. Wooster St., Sunday
morning, police said.
A witness to the incident said she saw the
males leave in "a large, ugly green" vehicle
registered to a North Canton, Ohio man,
police said.
Police were unable to catch the suspects.
DA car cover belonging to Dennis W. Las ha way, 1556 Clough St., was taken from his
car some time Saturday night, police said.
The cover's value was estimated between
$50 and $100.
DA Bowling Green man told police when
he returned home Sunday afternoon he

Council

found his wife with another man and two
other unknown females.
According to police reports, one of the females and the man were engaged in "sexual
activity".
When the complainant tried to remove the
man and the two females, his wife asked him
not to, police said.
The complainant then summoned the
police. When the officers arrived, they found
the wife and the females in the apartment.
Police said the other man had left.
DA security guard at the Woodland Mall,
1234 N. Main St., told police that a 7-year-old
girl attempted to steal a prom dress worth
$80 Sunday afternoon from an undisclosed
store in the mall.
The girl was released to her parents and
the store declined to prosecute, police said.
DPolice were summoned by an employee
of McDonald's restaurant, 1470 E. Wooster
St. because of a fight in the dining room.
When police arrived, the subjects were
gone.
DTwo attempts were made to steal stereos
from separate cars parked a block away
from each other Saturday morning, police
said.
The first attempt was made on a car parked at 724 Sixth St., causing damage to the
plastic around the stereo, police said.
Five minutes later, another attempt to
take a stereo was made on a car parked at
818 Seventh St. In this case, however, a
radar detector and 24 cassette tapes in a
case were taken, police said.

Denis West, 933 Champagne Ave., said council
has accepted previous requests by groups for
F-permits and a vote against Theta Fest 1988
would make the city appear prejudiced against the
fraternity.
^oieci • jail n Bail • KD Shamrock Project • joi W Bern

Dewitte later came to the police station
and was served with a summons, police said.
An unknown person was arrested for attempting to steal a 12-inch pizza valued at
$7.50 from Myles' Pizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster
St., and for possession of an altered indentification card early Friday morning, police
said.
Details regarding the incident are unknown.
DA Notre Dame University student was
arrested by police Friday night after officers saw him walk across parked cars.
Police later discovered he haa a fake Massachusetts driver's license.
DPolice responded to 10 loud noise/party
complaints this past weekend.

"The Elk's Club was granted permission to hold
their function for three days," West said. "There
were people on Campbell Hill Road against it, but
it was approved.
"If you turn it down, the council will be perceived as prejudiced against them (fraternity
members).
Norman Heine man, chapter adviser for the
fraternity, said students comprise most of the
neighborhood around the fraternity house.
"The area is still called a residential neighborhood only because of so many University students
living there," Heineman said. Calling it the
hardest decision he has made so far, Pond said the
chances of the fundraiser falling apart were too
great.
"It would only take a handful of incidents to
occur for the party to be labeled a failure," Pond
said. "One incident can snowball and the residents
will say City Council made a mistake."
Noonan said the fraternity may continue to fight
for the fundraiser and this act by council will not
dim future plans.
"We will prepare plans for another Theta Fest
next vear," he said. "There is no reason in the
world why we should not be able to have it at our
home."

Tuesday.
D Continued from page 1.

KAPPA DELTA

Kemp, struggling to survive
after finishing no better than
third in any contest so far, told
an audience at Louisiana State
University, "I think the Republican Party wants a Reagan
Republican progressive conservative to be nominated and
frankly, George Bush, Bob Dole
and Pat Robertson don't qualify."
"We are in the race," insisted

Campus police said on Saturday at 12:08 a.m., the subject
was intoxicated and wanted to
see if the window to his room
was locked. When be found that
it was, he pushed up against it
and broke it. The subject wil
have to pay for the window,
valued at $120, and face charges
at Standards and Procedures.

An 18-year-old male presented a doctored Ohio driver's licence while attempting
to purchase a 12-pack of beer from Bostdorf's Carry-Out, 322 N. Grove St., Saturday
night, police said.
The store clerk found the birth date had
been changed from 1969 to 1967 when she inspected the license.
When she confiscated the license, Jeffrey
L. Dewitte, 839 Standish Drive, became irate
and went behind the sales counter to retrieve
his identification, police said.
Dewitte fled in a car when the owner of the
store came out. He returned to his house.
Police later went there and asked to question
the Dewitte.
His mother said he was not there. Police
asked if she would tell him to come to the
station when he returned.

.

D Continued from page 1.
would not be accepted by neighbors unless an
effort is made."
During discussion before the final vote, Adam
Bechler, fraternity president, said the fraternity
was willing to work with the residents to make the
fundraiser agreeable to them.
"We are willing to change the hours for drinking
and for music," Bechler said. "The function is still
two months away, which is why we wanted the
hearing held now so we could work with everyone."
Noonan said original plans for the fundraiser
were adjusted during the public hearing held Feb.
29,1988, to accomodate the neighbors of the fraternity house.
The taps will be shut off at 10 p.m. and the music will be turned off by 11 p.m.," Noonan said. He
also agreed to a suggestion by a resident that the
lot in which the party was to be held would be emptied by 11:30 p.m.

KD Shamrock ^aec' • JOil n Boi

police, the suspects were standing under the detectors and
blowing smoke into them Friday
at 10:05p.m.
DA resident of Trearlway Hall
(Founders Quadrangle) is being
referred to the Office of Standards and Procedures for
unauthorized method of entry
and breaking a window.

Kemp, brushing aside questions
of how well he had to do on
Tuesday to survive.
While Dukakis met with Carter, Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee picked up backing from
another influential Georgian,
Sen. SamNunn.
Four of Dukakis' rivals — Jesse Jackson, Gary Hart, Rep.
Richard Gephardt of Missouri,
and Gore — were in Texas Monday, as was Robertson. Bush
was ending his campaign day in
his hometown of Houston.

Intruders
D Continued from page 1.
"When the guys (camEus patrol) are not as mode, the lots seem to take it
a lot more," he said.
Campus police are usually patrolling the lots the
majority of the time, i
ciafjy the midnight
Weekley said. However,
since dormitory patrol was
increased, police do not patrol the lots as frequently.
"They are checking the
dormitories real, real hard
now and the parking lots
are suffering,'' he said.
Specific complaints
about intruders have been
received from Dunbar Hall
and Bromf ield Hall, both in
Harshman Quadrangle, as
well as the Offenhauer incidents, Weekley said.
With the current situation, University police said
they are trying to balance
the amount of time spent in
the parking lots and the residence halls.
"It's a give and take situation," Weekley said. "If
we devote our energies to
one area, another loses.
"The residence halls do
take priority. We are trying to balance the two."

Spring Break Special!r
Nettie

Shelley

Kelley

Jail V Bail March 12, 1988
Arrest Your Roommate, Boyfriend, or RA
and help Bowling Green children
Donations $1.00
for more info call 372-2871
KD Snomrcck Propel • jcul rv Boil • KD Shomrock Proiecl • Joil TV Be* • KD Snomrocn Propel • Jal n Bo*

Vlcki

20% Off
Haircuts
Bikini Waxing
Manicures

• Perms
• Sculptured Nails
• Pedicures

Receive 20% off and a $5.00
gift when you bring in this ad
with your appointment.

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
181 S. Main
Downtown
352-4101
352-4143

Expires 3/18/88
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Gunmen rob center Deaf students protest
Lebanese Red Cross workers attacked
selection of president
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Three gunmen stormed into an International Red Cross center in the
southern port city of Sidon and beat and robbed 25
relief workers, several victims said yesterday.
They told The Associated Press the gunmen also
asked the group, which included Swiss, Norwegians, Danes and Belgians, if there were any
Americans or Frenchmen among them.
The relief workers from various humanitarian
groups had met Saturday night to call for the
release of Peter Coleridge, 44, of the British Oxfam
relief organization and his Syrian aide Omar Trablousi, 31.

"They robbed everything we had on us, including passports and identity cards," said one victim,
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Another said Swiss Red Cross attendants called
in four Red Cross ambulances after the attack to
take all of the victims to Beirut "because that was
the only way to make it through Syrian army
checkpoints without requests for IDs (identity
papers)."
In Beirut, aides to Sidon's Sunni Moslem leader
Musfata Saad said he was intensifying pressure on
the Palestinian guerrilla group led by Abu Nidal to
free Coleridge and Trablousi.
Police accused Abu Nidal's FatahRevolutionary Council of holding the pair at Si-

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
• use the peel-off
label and preaddressed return
envelope.
• round off dollar
amounts.

don's sprawling Ein el-Hilweh refugee camp despite denials by the faction's spokesmen.
Coleridge and Traboulsi were kidnapped Thursday during a visit to inspect Oxfam operations in
Sidon, 25 miles south of Beirut.
Saad, whose militia controls Sidon, has
threatened to reconsider his alliance with the
Palestinians if Coleridge and Traboulsi are not
quickly released.
He also urged all foreigners, "Easterners and
Westerners alike," to leave Lebanon saying no one
could provide them with protection.
Knowledgeable Shiite Moslem sources in Beirut,
meanwhile, said they believe kidnapped Marine
I.t. Col. William Higgins has "joined the club of
hostages in Lebanon/^

Higgins, 44, of Danville, Ky., who lead a United
Nations observers group in south Lebanon, was
kidnapped near the port city of Tyre on Feb. 17.
A pro-Iranian group, the Organization of the Oppressed on Earth, has claimed responsibility for
his abduction, charging he was a spy for the CIA.
U.N. and U.S. officials have denied the charge.
In addition to the Oxfam officials and Higgins, 21
foreigners are missing after being kidnapped in
Lebanon, including eight other Americans.
The longest held is Terry Anderson, chief Middle
East correspondent for Tne Associated Press. He
was kidnapped March 16,1985.

WASHINGTON (AP) Angry students forced the closing of Gallaudet University at
a protest yesterday in response to the selection of a
hearing president to head the
world's only liberal arts university for the deaf.
More than 300 students started blocking the school's main
entrance shortly before dawn,
and at about 6:45 a.m. university officials decided
against opening the school.
Twee hours later, the number
of protesters had swelled to
around 750 while smaller
groups blocked other gates to
the campus.

Two of the three announced
finalists for the position are
deaf, but the board of trustees
announced Sunday night they
had selected the hearing candidate, Elizabeth Ann Zinser,
an administrator at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro.

The protest capped a week of
campus demonstrations during which students called for
the selection of the first deaf

Nearly 1,000 students marched from the northeast Washington campus to the downtown hotel where the board
was meeting, and then walked
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person to head Gallaudet,
which was founded by an 1864
act of Congress.
Student leader Jerry Coval,
23, said protests would continue until a deaf person was
hired and board of trustees
chairwoman Jane Bassett
Spilman was replaced.
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to Capitol Hill to continue their
protest.
Yesterday, after students allowed the board members to
enter the campus, the trustees
declared they would talk with
students only if the campus
was reopened.
Coval said the campus would
remain closed until the students' demands were met, and
the board then backed down,
agreeing to meet even though
the campus remained closed.
The board of trustees and a
group of 10 students, two faculty members and two staff officials began meeting at noon.
Spilman and the board of
trustees were slated to meet
with the entire student body in
the school's field house later.
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LOW INTEREST LOANS

University
Graphic Arts
Services
211 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
372-7418
See us for your
CAMERA • TYPESETTING • LAYOUT/DESIGN
needs

Block & white PMTs, halftones, reversals, film positives
Camera-ready art prepared for journals, brochures,
newsletters, fliers, etc.
Full Typesetting Services, including
Typesetting and LaserWriter output from Macintosh disks

r

USE YOUR HOME EQUITY To QUALIFY
FOR $10,000 OR MORE- WITH EXECULINE
ALL FEES WAIVED.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE INTEREST.
NO WAITING FOR APPROVAL.
PRIME PLUS 2-3% INTEREST.
EASIER MONEY MANAGEMENT.
Execuline is the pre-approved
personal line of credit thai lets you
authorize your own loan, simply by
writing a check for $300 or more,
up to your predetermined credit,
limit.
With Execuline you no longer
need to complete separate loan
applications every time you wish to
borrow. You simply sign your own
special Execuline checks for $5,000,
$10,000, $15,000 cr more - for
investments, special purchases, tui-

credit and the minimum payment
tion, vacation, medical bills... or
whatever personal credit need arises currently due each month,
What's more, changes in tax laws ACT NOW AND SAVE OVER
may make the interest on this per$150.00 IN FEES.
sonal line of credit deductible. And
Apply for Execuline before March
you can enjoy all these Execuline
31,1988 and we'll waive over
advantages at impressively low inter- $150.00 in processing fees along
est rates. You'll pay just prime rate
with the $30.00 annual fee for 1988.
plus two percent for an Execuline
To apply for your pre-approved
secured with a certificate of deposit, personal line of credit or to obtain
real estate, stocks or other marketmore information, just stop by your
able securities; and prime rate plus
nearest Fifth Third banking center
three percent for an unsecured
today.
Execuline
Finally Execuline helps you sim- ^g IFM^J Of NOftTHWrSTTRN OHIO
plify your money management with
monthly statements listing any new
Putting People First.
loans, payments, your total available
The Tradition Continues...

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio • 354-1592
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Cutbacks may hurt Guard Libel dropped
TOLEDO (AP) — A North Carolina congressman said yesterday
that cutbacks in the U.S. Coast Guard's budget will result in more
maritime deaths and fewer drug seizures on the seas.
U.S. Rep. Walter Jones, D-N.C, chairman of the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, said the Coast Guard's $2.8 billion
budget for fiscal 1988 is inadequate, and lays part of the blame on his
colleagues.

offices and bases and de-commissioning ships. Its aircraft and
vessels are going to have to cut their operating time dramatically,
he said.
"This will mean more maritime deaths and casualties and fewer
drug seizures on the seas. What a short-sighted step! I am part of a
coalition in Congress seeking to find the funds to restore these cut
and prevent future ones. But the task is an uphill one." he said.

"The budget approved by Congress for this year falls $105 million
short of what President Reagan asked for the Coast Guard," Jones
said at a news conference at the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority"The president's request was not generous, but it was adequate.
But because too many people in Congress were indifferent to the
Coast Guard, money was taken from that account and put into things
like mass transit grants."

The proposed reductions include taking the cutter Mackinaw, the
largest icebreaker on the Great Lakes, out of service, and shutting
down the Ashtabula Coast Guard station, one of nine on Lake Erie.
Others involve closing units on duty in New York and New Orleans
harbors and on the Mississippi River, and curtailing illegal-drug
interdiction, south of Florida.

A supplemental appropriation bill is being developed to take care
of the $105 million shortfall for the fiscal year that ends Sept. 30,
Jones said. In addition, he said he will fight against any future Coast
Guard cutbacks.
Because of its present fiscal problems, the Coast Guard is closing

Vote could end strike
CLEVELAND (AP) - Schools
reopened yesterday for nearly
73,000 public school students as
members of the Cleveland
Teachers Union began voting on
a tentative contract that could
end a strike.
The 5,093 union members walked off their jobs Feb. 25, but
they agreed to return to work
yesterday while teachers voted
on the pact, which includes a 2
percent pay raise retroactive to
September and another 2 percent wage increase as of March
1. Ballots are to be tallied at 5:30
p.m. Friday, and the union says

it will resume its strike if the
agreement isn't approved.
John Hairston, spokesman for
Cleveland Public Schools, said
attendance appeared to be good
yesterday, although he didn't
have any figures. He said many
parents called the school early
yesterday to make sure that
classes would be held and that
buses would be running.
Each union member is to cast
a secret ballot at his own school
building on the proposed threeyear pact, said Richard Farmer, the union's director of organization.

GO FOR IT!
RUN FOR A U.S.G. POSITION.
PETITIONS AVAILABLE NOW FOR:
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
12 AT-LARGE SENATOR POSITIONS
Petitions due: Monday March 14
For more information call
354-0478
or
372-8116

Three killed by
British soldiers
GIBRALTAR (AP) - British
soldiers and police shot and
killed three Irish Republican
Army guerrillas after they planted a car bomb set to go off during a military parade in this
British colony, officials and security sources said yesterday.
The two men and a woman
were killed Sunday after authorities uncovered the plot to
set off the car bomb on last
Tuesday, British news reports
said, quoting quoted unidentified security sources.
The reports said bombdisposal experts defused 440
pounds of explosives in a Spanish-registered car parked near
Gov. Sir Peter Terry's official
residence in Gibraltar, on the

southern tip of Spain.
British Armed Forces Minister Ian Stewart said "an intelligence tip-off" led to information about the three members of
the Irish Republican Army,
which is fighting a guerrilla war
to drive the British out of Northern Ireland.
In Madrid, Spanish State Security spokesman Augustin Valladolid said Monday Spanish
police had tipped off British authorities more than a month ago
about the presence of the suspected IRA members on Spain's
southern Costa del Sol.
In a statement released Sunday in Belfast, the IRA said the
three were attached to "active
service units" of its general
headquarters in Belfast.

-CHARLESTOWN=
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Robertson suit dismissed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal Judge yesterday dismissed
Pat Robertson's $35 million libel
suit against a former congressman who questioned his
war record after the GOP presidential candidate agreed to pay
the court costs.
U.S. District Judge Joyce
Hens Green signed a brief order
dismissing the case "with prejudice," which means that former Rep. Paul McCloskey Jr.,
R-Calif. is legally the victor in
the dispute.
Robertson accepted the condition the judge imposed on Friday in a one-sentence letter
from his attorney Douglas Rigler that was delivered to the
judge's chambers by messenger.
Under terms of the dismissal,
Robertson must pay court fees,
E tinting costs and court reporers' fees, but not McCloskey's
attorney's fees. McCloskey said
in an interview Saturday that he
would file a motion or a separate
suit to recover his legal expenses.
The judge gave McCloskey's
lawyers 20 days to file an itemized list of court costs to be assessed on Robertson. Those
costs could range between $5,000
and $20,000, depending on conflicting estimates given by lawyers for both sides.

If Robertson had rejected
Green's dismissal, he would
have had to go to court in Washington yesterday to begin the
trial, which was expected to last
about three weeks.
Robertson said the scheduled
start of the trial on Super Tuesday — when 20 states hold primaries or caucuses with a lion's
share of delegates at stake —unfairly forces him to choose between his campaign for the GOP
nomination and trying to vindicate his personal honor.
The suit stems from McCloskey's allegation that Robertson
invoked the political influence of
his late fatter. Sen. A. Willis
Robertson, D-Va., to avoid combat in the Korean War.
Robertson filed the lawsuit in
1986 following publication of
McCloskey's allegation by two
syndicated columnists. After the
suit was filed, several former
Marines came forward to support McCloskey's allegation.
Robertson said last week he
planned to drop the suit but
would not pay McCloskey's legal
fees.
McCloskey, who said he would
prefer to go to trial, said Saturday that if Robertson accepts
the dismissal of the suit, he is
conceding that he lied about his
role in Korea.
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UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
*

A highly select enthusiastic and
personable group of students who
assist in extending BGSU's spirit
of friendliness and hospitality to
distinguished alumni, visitors, and
presidential guests. Our functions
include Commencement, President
receptions, alumni functions,
Homecoming, and Parents' Day.
Applications will be available February
29 thru March io at Mileii Alumni Center
and 405 Student Services.

*
*
*
*
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A104
Physical Education

rs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pifcel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatlc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988

My first time tutoring was a night
to remember. My student was something called Bone Crusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billy )o, defensive tackle for the football team.
I had the shock of my life when
he answered his dorm room door.
He was about six foot seven...in
--»—
diameter. And when he shook my '
hand, I thought III never get it back.
So there I was, face-to-knee with
the big man on campus, wondering
how I was going to relate American
Literature to The Hulk.
But then he pulled out a can of
Orange Cappuccino. I was shocked!
Could it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate taste? And when
Bone Crusher brought out the bone
| china, I was beyond belief
Reading the expression on my
face, he said,"What can I say? I like it.
The Cafe Francais is pretty good,
too." Well, who's going to argue, I
thought. As we sipped our Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
was poetry. So I gave him tips on
reading Emily Dickinson, and he
gave me a copv of Ann Bcattie's
"Falling in Place.''
All I could think was. Dad's never
going to believe this!

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020
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3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

sffimTtSa
352-2533

General Foods' International Coffees.
Share the feeling.
CI«MMGcftrril FoodtCorp
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Coach confident
Falcons will win

Seniors say

goodbye
triumphantly

by Ron Fritz
news editor

Jim Larranaga is a confident man, but more importantly, he is a
confident coach.
Heading into tonight's first-round Mid-American Conference tournament game against Ohio University in Athens, Larranaga is talking about winning —and not just the game against the Bobcats (14-13
overall, 9-7 in the MAC).
"We don't want to win just one game," Bowling Green's secondyear head coach said. "We want to win the tournament, but to do
that you have to win the first one.
"We're (all MAC teams) in the same boat for the NCAA tournament. If you don't win the MAC tournament, you aren't going to the
NCAAs/
Bold talk for a coach whose team is 12-15 overall and 7-9 in the
league?
Maybe.
But Larranaga can substantiate it with two impressive, back-toback stretch runs by the Falcons.
Last season, BG won seven of its final 10 games, including five
straight. Two of those victories were over OU, including a firstround win in the MAC tourney.
This season, the Falcons won five of their last seven games to earn
a berth in the tourney. Saturday's 77-56 bludgeoning of Ball State
clinched a tie for fifth place for BG.
"I am pleased that this team was able to play such a fine game
against Ball State under that pressure," Larranaga said. "Knowing
we had to win, instead of rely on another team winning. It is credit to
the seniors that we were able to play such a fine game."
Anthony Robinson, just named to All-MAC second team, scored 16
points, and fellow senior Steve Martenet added 15 points ui the rout
over the Cardinals.
Ball State is one of four MAC teams BG beat the second time
around on the schedule, after losing the first game. This is where the
confidence plays a major role, according to Larranaga.
"A lot of basketball is confidence," he said. "It is a mental game.
Confidence comes from knowing — knowing what you can do and
knowing what the other team can do.
"I feel more confident after playing somebody once, even if the
second game is on the road. I get a better idea from my players on
how to win the ball game. Hopefully, I generate my confidence to the
team."
But don't let the facade of confidence fool you, Larranaga is concerned about tonight's game.
The game could rest with Paul "Snoopy" Graham. In BG's 79-65
win over the Bobcats the first time the two teams met, Graham had
25 points — all in the second half. He was a unanimous All-MAC firstteam selection.
"You can't stop Snoopy nor is it one of our goals," Larranaga said.
' 'We want to disrupt the motion of their offense — so the shotsThe gets
don't come easy."
Larranaga also said rebounding and getting to the foul line are the
other keys for the Falcons.
OU coach Billy Hahn said yesterday by phone that rebounding and
defense will be the keys'to the game, but he is more worried about
stopping BG on offense, despite beating the Falcons 83-70 two weeks
a See Confident, page 12.

Falcons
selected
all-CCHA
Four members of the
Bowling Green hockey
team received honors at
the 16th-Annual Coaches
All-Central Collegiate
Hockey Association Team
press conference yesterday.
Nelson Emerson, Scott
Paluch, Andy Gribble and
Alan Leggett were honored
for their efforts during regular-season play.
Emerson, a sophomore
from Waterford, Onty finished second to Lake Superior's Mark Vermette tor
CCHA's Player-Of-TheYear. Vermette won the
award by receiving seven
votes for 75 points, while
Emerson was a distant
second with one vote and 20
points.
Emerson was selected to
one of three forward slots
on the First-Team All-CCHA squad. Vermette and
Western Michigan's Paul
Polillo round out the FirstTeam forwards.
Emerson led the CCHA
in scoring with 66 points
during the regular season,
while Polillo finished second wfth 82 points. Vermette led the nation in goals
with 38 and finished fourth
in the CCHA scoring race
with 55 points.
Paluch, the senior captain from Chicago, was
also named to the FirstTeam as a defenseman.
Paluch was the top-scoring
in the CCHA
46 points. Michigan
s's Tom Tilley was the
other defenseman selected, while Lake Superior's
Bruce Hoffort was named
First-Team goalie.
Gribble, a senior winger
from Toronto, was named
Honorable-Mention. He
finished the season with 46
points. I<eggett, a steady
backliner from Wainwrlght. Alb., paced tie
league's All-Academic
Team with 4.0 GPA in
microbiology.

by Tom Skemlvitz
sports editor

BG News/Brad Phalln
Bowling Green's Lamon Pippin nails the tail-end of an alley-oop pass from teammate James Tyler Saturday in
Anderson Arena. The Falcons nailed Ball State. 77-56. giving them a berth in the MAC quarterfinals. BG visits
Ohio University tonight in an attempt to advance to the semi-finals in Toledo this weekend.

Lowling Green will enjoy a
tomorrow and no one ensured
the reprieve more than the Falcons who have spent many yesterdays donning burnt orange
and seal brown attire.
BG — behind seniors Anthony
Robinson, Steve Martenet and
James Tyler in their Anderson
Arena finale — crushed Ball
State, 77-56, Saturday, ensuring
the Falcons a post-season bid in
the Mid-Amencan Conference's
seven-team tournament.
BG's tomorrow becomes the
Present at 8 p.m. today when the
alcons begin their new season
against Ohio University in Athens, Ohio.
"Overall, it was really our
seniors who came to the forefront," Falcon coach Jim Larranaga said. "Anthony Robinson came back and played a
great second half, James Tyler
did a great job on (BSU's) Derrick Wesley and Steve Martenet
played an outstanding game."
Robinson and Martenet led
BG scorers with 16 and 15 points,
respectively, while Tyler, accustomed to playing in the shadow of his senior teammates, dished out a team-high six assists.
"To make it to the tournament
was our biggest goal," Robinson
said. "I'm glad that we won our
last home game. Going into this
Same we knew we had to win.
It couldn't rely on waiting until
Toledo played tonight to decide
whether we were going on or
not."
A loss Saturday would have
placed the Falcons' future in the
hands of the OU-Toledo game
that night. If OU had won (which
they did, 106-95), BG would have
backed into the playoffs. This
never entered the team's mind
See Seniors, page 12.

The Joe* nears as icers sweep
by Al Franco
sports reporter

If Friday's game was a marathon
which took Bowling Green over 92
minutes to defeat Ferris State, then Saturday's match-up was a dash to the finish
as the Falcons put the game away in the
first 15 minutes.
BG swept FSU, 5-4, Friday and, 6-3,
Saturday to move into the Central Collegiate Hockey Association semi-finals.
The Falcons have a date with Michigan
State Friday at 5:08 in Detroit's Joe
Louis Arena. Number-one seed Lake
Superior faces Western Michigan after-

ward with the winners playing Saturday
night for the CCHA title.
Saturday, the Falcons took advantage
of the momentum gained in Friday's win
which came on a Matt Ruchty overtime
Soal in the longest game ever played in
le Ice Arena. Ruchty scored at 2:10 of
the fourth OT period, giving the Falcons
the 5-4 victory.
The Falcons scored four unanswered
goals in the first 15 minutes of Saturday's
contest and never looked back.
"We were tired just like they were
tired," BG head coach Jerry York said.
"I think when you win the night before,
you kind of play through it easier. When
we went up 4-0,1 think for the most part

that it was over."
Sophomore Nelson Emerson scored
two of the first four goals and assisted on
another, while senior Brent Regan added
a goal and an assist in the opening
stanza.
BG outshot FSU 23-7 in the opening
period and shell-shocked Bulldog starter
Mike Williams who was pulled in favor of
Marc Felicio after the Falcons' fourth
goal at 14:33.
"Tonight, we got ahead of them early
enough to set them back a bit," Emerson
said.
A stingy Falcon defense combined with
relentless offense prevented the Bulldogs
from making a serious run in the game.

The combination frustrated the Bulldogs
enough to play much of final two periods
as lumberjacks wielding axes (in this
case their sticks) against a forest of orange and seal brown (the torso's of BG
players).
While the team's traded goals in the
second period, they also swapped 14 penalties — 10 of the stick-swinging variety
including a game-disqualification issued
to Bulldog Clark Da vies for spearing.
"(After the first period) it was let/s not
get hurt there," York said. "I thought
there was a lot of unnecessary stick-swinging."
D See "The Joe', page 13.

Ruchty star
in four OTs
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Bowling Green left wing Brent Regan tries to rebound his own shot after a
Mark Felicio save during Saturday night's game at the Ice Arena. Defending for Ferris State is John Bergeron. The Falcons swept the Bulldogs,

BG News Mark Thalman
5-4 and 6-3, last weekend and now must face Michigan Sute Friday In the
CCHA semi-finals.

Sometimes you just have a
gut-feeling — a premonition.
Call it what you will, but
whatever it is, Matt Ruchty had
one before his goal in the fourth
overtime of Friday's game.
"I had a feeling that something was going to happen tonight," Ruchty said. "I
said to Chad
Arthur on the
bench that I
bet it's either
you or I who
scores the goal
because Chad
had a hundred
and one chances and I had a
Ruchty
couple."
Its ironic Ruchty spoke to
Arthur whom Ruchty replaced
during the latter stages of OT
play. BG head coach Jerry York
made the change, opting for
quicker legs to play on the Joe
Quinn and Brian Meharry line.
"Chad Arthur had played real
well, but he (Ruchty) was really
fresh, "Yorksaid.
The freshman from Kitchener, Ont. said he was grateful
for the opportunity to see some
quality playing time.
□ See Ruchty, page 11
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Falcon seniors lead 90-70 victory over BSCI
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

Three Bowling Green women's basketball
players concluded their home careers in
style at Anderson Arena Saturday.
in the Falcons' 90-70 Mid-American Conference victory over Ball State, senior
guards Wendi Huntley and Chris Mossing
and senior center Dawn Eastman made all
the right moves in their last home game.
Eastman scored nine points and grabbed
two rebounds, while Mossing tossed in eight
points and passed out six assists. Huntley,
playing her best game of the season, scored
a career-high six points and made two assists.
"Chris played well and that was nice, and
I was glad that Dawn Eastman played well
because she's been sick all week. She came
back and played very well ," Falcon head
coach Fran voll said. "Wendi played well,

also. She got a lot of playing time.
"It was a big game for the three seniors
and that's what we like to have. And then for
them to be able to win their last game at
home and play as much as they didis a big
accomplishment."
"I hoped the seniors would have a good
day. I wanted them to leave knowing that
they made a large contribution to our basketball team this year. This will be a game
that those kids won't forget."
The game was a one to remember for the
seniors.
With BG leading 41-33 at halftime, the
Cardinals, who needed a win to keep any
hope for a MAC tournament bid alive, came
out fighting — pulling to within 54-47 on Michelle Baker lay up at the 14:00 minute
mark.
But after a BG timeout, the Falcons went
on a 16-2 run as Tecca Thompson scored six
points and Eastman and Megan McGuire

scored four each.
"I called timeout and fortunately we got it
going after that," Voll said. "In some areas
we could have played better at times. But
we've had so many big games lately. We just
had to get the job done. I'm just happy that
we played as well as we did."
Down the stretch, Voll let the seniors play
the majority of the minutes. Huntley played
her best in the final minutes, scoring four
points, making two assists and grabbing a
rebound.
"This was my last game here at home and
I wanted to play well/' Huntley said. "In the
second half I was aggressive and played my
game."
Mossing made a steal and deflected a
pass, while Eastman scored three points and
grabbed a rebound, all in the final minutes of
play.
"They all played well (at the end)," Voll
said.

BGout
to repeat
at MAC

No. 1 Bowling Green

MACWC MEN'S
Friday at 3 p.m.
No. 5 Toledo at

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

tonight at 5:45 p.m.
No. 4 Central Michigan

Central Michigan will attempt
to reach the women's MidAmerican Conference title game
for the sixth straight year, while
Bowling Green wul be out to repeat as champions in the conference tourney this week.
The Chippewas (the No. 4
seed) host No. 5 Toledo tonight
at 5:45p.m. Other games tonight
have No. 6 Kent State at No. 3
Miami (7:30 p.m.) and No. 7
Ohio University at No. 2 Western
Michigan (8 p.m.).

Saturday at 2 p.m.

No. (Kent State at
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
BG News/Paul Vernon

Reaching Up
Bowling Green center Angie Bonner grabs one of her three offensive rebounds in the Falcons 90-70 Mid-American Conference victory over Ball
State Saturday. BSCI came at the Falcons in numbers, but were unable to
get over the hump. BG is now 22-5 overall, 14-2 in the MAC. The Cardinals fall to 6-21. 412. The Falcons play in the conference tournament
semi-finals Friday at Centennial Hall beginning at 3 p.m.

Host an exchange student
Large 1-ltem

Large 2-ltem

Pizza I Pizza
$
M.00

5.95

Free Delivery

In House Only
4-9

MARKS
352-3551

PiZZa PUb Open 4:00

No. 3 Miami
Friday at 1 p.m.
No. 7 Ohio University at

BASKETBALL

tonight at 8 p.m.
No. 2 Western Michigan

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

After watching all the Mid-American Conference women's basketball teams play this
season, here are my picks for tonight's quarterfinal games.
No. 2 seed Western Michigan hosts No. 7 seed
Ohio Univesity
WMU has too good an all-around game for the
Bobcats to handle. Plus, OU has been plagued
by injuries, especially to star forward Kim Walton, and has started a young team of late. WMU
8446.

No. 3 seed Miami University hosts No. 6 seed
Kent State
Miami is tough at home where they have a record of 9-1 this season. Miami's defense is by far
the best in the league, and will handle KSU's
high-scoring offense. This will be a close game.
Mil 7349.
No. 4 seed Central Michigan hosts No. 5 seed
Toledo
The Rockets have played well of late, especially on tne road. UT forward Keri Cartwright
has sparked the team inside, while guard Jodi
Witte has provided solid play in the backcourt.
CMU has been up and down. This game will be
close, also. UT 76-73.

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING

Sum mer/Fall
Apartments
Available
211 S. College
517 E. Reed
521 E. Merry
720 Second

• 1 BR furnished •
summer only
• summer & fall •
• 1 BR furnished or unfurnished

402 High St.

• 2 BR unfurnished summer only
• 1 BR unfurnished • 1 yr. lease
May to May
• 1 BR furn./unfum. •
summer & fall

449-455 S. Enterprise
649
831
839
854

Sixth
Seventh
Seventh
Eighth

Forest Apartments
- 853 Napoleon
- 751 High
- 849 Napoleon
• 851 Napoleon

•
•
•
•

2
2
1
1

BR
BR
BR
BR

furnished - summer/fall
furnished - summer/fall
unfurnished • summer/fall
unfurnished - summer/fall

• 2 BR
furnished/unfurnished
grad student housing
summer & tall

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
354-2260
or
352-6553

216-548-4511

15199 draw Rd
Garr.tt.vllla, Ohio 44231

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter

• 2 BR garage apt. •
available immediately
• 2 BR furnished summer only
• 2 BR furnished summer only

707-711 Third
715-719 Third
723-727 Third

120 State St.

Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

Bowling Green, by virtue of
winning the regular-season title,
has a first-round bye.
The quarter-final winners will
join the No. 1 Falcons at Centennial Hall in Toledo, Friday, for
the semi-finals. BG plays the
CMU-UT winner at 3 p.m., while
the KSU-MU, OU-WMU winners
meet at 1 p.m.
The title game is at 2 p.m.
Saturday and will decide who
receives the automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament.
"Friday is the most important
thing the world," BG head coach
Fran Voll said. "It's a whole
new season for everyone."
One team which could benefit
the most in tournament play is
Q See MAC Women, page 12.

Motycka, Backstrom
named to first team
TOLEDO (AP) - Western
Michigan senior Shannon Pickell and Bowling Green junior
Jackie Motycka are repeat
selections on the Mid-American
Conference women's basketball
all-league team as selected by
the coaches.

Joining Pickell and Motycka
on the first team are Paulette
Backstrom of Bowling Green.
Mary Bukovac of Kent State and
Sue Nissen of Central Michigan.
Pickell was the only
: See AU-MAC, page 12.

JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
Summer and Fall rentals starting at
$385.00 / Month
Furnished / unfurnished, Laundry, A/C

• • • $4*
TONIGHT!
THE PHEASANT ROOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

New Owner Special: FREE
Cable T. V. installation
if leased for Fall
by 5/15/88
354-6036

Don't gamble with your resume

893-1061

rv« i< . .-ii *«_»! ■• si'

Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services

HEY YOU!
SPOT S HAS COT *H Of UK

too cum *truse

Experience

13* wines

Price
Quality

1

i

Convenience

Graphic Arts Services has what It takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.
211 West Hall

372-74 IB

0
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•
H
A

U0
jui

2t»7erery4ty
(Xct/H SWIM*)
12minimum bteuchzSealery XTRA
GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

SPECIAL PRICED
CANADIANS

on tap & in bottles
£nj»y the ONLY real tlternefive
STATE MIN BEER
TO GO TILL 2:00
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Trost helps Falcons to win
jeopardy of losing it when Trost
scored a season-high of 9.4. Her
performance seemed to take the
wind out of the Chippewas as BG
pulled away the rest of the meet.
"We fell apart on the beam,"
BG head coach Charles Simpson
said. "We haven't been working
on the beam much In practice
and we're happy to see Kim
score as well as she did."
BG jumped out to an early
lead on the vault where they led
44.7-44.55. They were led by
Trost's first-place finish score of
9.05. Freshman Kim Crawford
and sophomore Lisa Hillman
each scored a 9.0, which earned
them a second-place finish.
The Falcons built their lead on

by Don Hensley
sports reporter

The Bowling Green gymnastics team rode the broad shoulders of Kim Trost Saturday
when they posted a 176.25-174.3
home victory over Central Michigan.
Trost led the way for the Falcons in posting a season-high allaround score of 36.4. The senior
captain was sensational in all
events, but responded best on
the balance beam.
This was where the tumblers
needed the biggest boost. The
Falcons had taken a one-point
lead onto the beam, and were in

the uneven bars where Hillman
scored a season-high 9.15 to take
first place In the meet. BG inflated its lead to 87.45-88.3,
which was due to the consistency the tumblers showed
throughout the bars.
After the beam, the women
had their lead cut to 130.9-130.0.
But they took over on the floor
exercise and never looked back
as four Falcon tumblers scored
a 9.0 or above. Leading the floor
assault was Suzanne Bell and
Trost who both scored 9.15s.
Also pacing the tumblers were
Meg Griffin and Hillman who
both tallied 9.0s. This led to the
BG victory on the floor
45.35-44.2, which closed out the

Falcon scoring.
The Central squad was paced
by the always solid performance
of Shelby Root, who scored in
all-around 35.05. Her best performance was on the uneven
bars, where she scored an 8.95.
BG Is now entering the crucial
part of the season in which they
must prepare themselves for the
Mid-American Confrence meet
which is only three weeks away.
"With the MAC'S coming up it
is crucial that we get our new
routines ironed out," Simpson
said. "Everyone is working hard
and the bottom line will be told
in three weeks."

Falcons fifth at MAC; EMU first
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter
The Eastern Michigan men's swim team added yet another MidAmerican Conference championship banner to hang in their natatorium last weekend as they captured their ninth-consecutive MAC title
at Ohio University's Aquatics Center.
The Hurons scored 848.5 points in running away with the three day
meet. Miami (460.5), Ohio (446.5), Ball State (442.5), Bowling Green
(407), Toledo (178), and Kent State (159) rounded out the seven-team
field.
There was little doubt that EMU had the meet under control after
the first night, but the battle for the second through fifth spots were
undecided until the last event.
Although BG finished fifth for the second year in a row, they improved on last year's performance and set nine different school records in the process. In the 1987 MAC championships the Falcons
ended 60 points out of fourth place, this year they found themselves
52.5 points behind second-place MU and were in uiird place until the
three-meter diving finals — the last event. "We swam well but we
got tired as the week went on," head coach Brian Gordon said.

"Depth is something we need to improve on for next season."
While depth was the downfall for the tankers, three Falcons turned
in fine individual performances. Rich Foster shattered three school
records in the 50 yard freestyle, 100 freestyle, and the 200 freestyle.
His 200 freestyle time of 1:39.94 was good for a second-place finish
overall.
Tim Wagner set school records in the 200 and 400 individual medley events. Tom Solomon also broke an individual school record in
thelOObreastroke.
The 400 medley relay team of Jon Wamick, Solomon, Andrew
Layne and Foster etched their name into the BG record books and
took a second-place finish overall.
Although last weekend's action signaled the end of the season for
the BG men and women swimmers, three Falcon divers will be attempting to qualify for the NCAA Championships this Friday and
Saturday at Ohio State University. Mary Pfeiffer, four-time MAC
diver of the year, Sue Cleveland, and Michael Poindexter will attempt to earn a spot in the NCAA Championships.
The women's championships are slated for March 17-19 in Austin,
TX. The men's championships are scheduled for April 7-9 in Indianapolis, IN.

BG News/Paul Vemon

BG's Nikki Condon on the beam.
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Congratulations to the
^-^ Committee Members of the Month:
Exhibits:
Rhonda Hazzard
Lori Weickert
Janice Hardman

Administrative:
Beth Charles
Campus Films:
Rich Poliuka
Brian Maas
Steven Masuga
Kathy Dow

Games:
Cindy Wagoner

Contemporary Issues:
Ron Amiri
Roger Newman

Mini Courses:
Karen Szlempa

Public Relations:
Selma Prewitt
Publications:
Rick Wolcott
Travel:
Stacy Bolyard
Joe Dreihaus
Jennifer Spitler

Performing Arts:
Amy Bernard
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HOW TO
ENRICH
YOUR EDUCATION
BY $1,000
A MONTH.
nuclear reactor and propulsion plant
technology.
As a Navy officer, you'll lead the
adventure while gaining high-level experience that will help make you a leader in
one of the world's high-tech industries.
In addition to the professional
advantages, nuclear-trained officers get
an unbeatable benefits package,
travel opportunities, promotions and
a solid salary.
Find out'more about the Navy
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program, and make your education start
paying off today. Call Naw Management Programs: 216-676-0490

FOR MORE INFORMATION
NAVY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
9 MARCH 1988

NAVY^ OFFICER.
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LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa

V.

1

YOU ALL GET

If you're a math, engineering or physical
sciences major, you could be earning
$1,000 a month during your junior and
senior years.
This excellent opportunity is part of
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program. It's one of the most
prestigious ways of entering the nuclear
ficld-and rewarding, too. You get a
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the
program, and $2,000 more when you
complete your Naval studies.
You also receive a year of paid
graduate-level training that's the most
comprehensive in the world. And you'll
acquire expertise with state-of-the-art

£

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 W'TH

Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday - Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
Features
HAVEN HOUSE
2 bedroom -11/2 baths
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
Furnished • wall to wall carpeting
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Gas heat and cooking
6TH AND 7TH
Laundry areas in each building
707 SIXTH ST.
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior
818 SEVENTH ST.
A r ASfT'Ur Odu v>« APAWUEICTS C MERi'EP P.CM)

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following.

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

£/ nookeclon ouzy

eafood Feast
Fish and Chips

Three tender fish fillets breaded and golden fried.
Served with crisp french fries, cole slaw,
dinner roll, tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
(Another potato, onion rings or wild rice may be substituted tor french fries)

$3?5

Baked or Broiled Cod Dinner $4.99
Fish Sandwich Combination $3.49
Breaded deep-fried fish sandwich with french fries and cole slaw.

Scallops Dinner $4.99

America loves A
itsBigBoy J
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Robinson named to
MAC second-team

No. 1 Eastern Michigan

MAC) VIEN'S
Friday at 7 p.m.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Ohio University's Paul
"Snoopy" Graham, Eastern Michigan's Grant
Long and Central Michigan's Dan Majerle have all
been unanimously selected to the 1987-88 MidAmerican Conference all-league team in voting by
the coaches.
Joining Graham, Long and Majerle on the AllMAC first team were Kent State's Reggie Agams,
Central's Tommie Johnson and Ball State's Derrick Wesley. The six-man first team is a result of a
tie in the voting.
The second team included Western Michigan's
Mark Brown, Eastern Michigan's Howard Chambers, Kent's Eric Glenn, Ohio U.'s John Rhodes
and Bowling Green's Anthony Robinson.

No. 5 Western Michigan at
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
No. 4 Ball State
Saturday at 6 p.m.

No. 6 Bowling Green at
tonight at 8 p.m.
No. 3 Ohio University
Friday at 9 p.m.
No. 7 Kent State at
tonight at 8 p.m.

BASKETBALL

No. 2 Central Michigan

Seniors

All-MAC

a Continued from page 10.
unanimous selection to the
first team. Motycka earned first-team honors for
the third year in a row.
Angie Bonner of Bowling
Green, Maria Fantanarosa
of Miami of Ohio, Kelly
Savage of Toledo, Yvonne
Thompson of Western Michigan and Kim Walton of
Ohio U. earned secondteam honors.
Eastern Michigan's
Chris Chandler, Ball
State's Jenny Eckert,
Kent's Jennifer Grandstaff, Bowling Green's
Megan McGuire, Central
Michigan's Molly Piche
and Miami's Kim Tullis
received honorable mention.

: i Continued from page 9.
before the Cardinals' game, according to Larranaga, who has taken
his team to the MAC tourney twice in as many years here.
"So much of basketball is preparation, and your mental attitude
going into games is definitely seen during the game," Larranaga
said. "And our attitude (Friday) was tremendous — great enthusiasm, all 15 guys practicing hard and loose and it gave me tremendous confidence we would play well Saturday."
The confidence showed as the Falcons jumped to a 10-2 lead early
on.
BSU recaptured the lead, 22-16, behind 12 points from Wesley and
baskets from Grego Miller and Rodney Haynes.
A Joe Moore basket and two-straight three-pointers from Martenet gave BG a 24-22 lead, but Wesley — who finished with a gamehigh 22 points — canned a three-pointer to edge BSU ahead, 25-24.
BG's Joe Gregory then nailed a jumper to put BG ahead 26-25. The
Falcons never looked back while taking a 41-25 lead at half time.
The Cards could get no closer than 10 points the rest of the game as
Robinson — who recovered from a first-half neck injury — and Lamon Pippin went to work for the Falcons.
"Bowling Green played the way they had to play — with their
backs to the wall," BSU coach Rick Majerus said. "Our guys didn't
come out with any fire in their eyes or any heart."

Ohio U.'s Dave Jamerson, Toledo's Chad Keller,
Eastern's Lorenzo Neely and Western Michigan's
Steve Riikonen received honorable mention.
Graham, a 6-foot-6 junior from Philadelphia,
ranked among the top 10 in MAC scoring (20.1
points per game), rebounding (5.1), assists (2.7),
steals (1.3), field goal percentage (.553) and free
throw percentage (.794).
Long, a 6-8 senior from Romulus, Mich., led
EMU to its first MAC title ever. He ranked second

MAC Women
a Continued from page 10.
the Rockets. Toledo played
CMU tough both times during
the regular-season, losing 63-61
at CMU and 61-58 in Centennial
Hall, and could be the dark
horse of the tourney.
If the Rockets upset the
Chippewas, then they would be
Blaying on their home court for
le semi-finals and finals.
"I would like to think that we
could be a darkhorse in the
tournament," UT head coach
Tim Selgo said. "We're playing good basketball right now.

Confident

□ Continued from page 9.
ago.
"Itlthink we have to do a good

Ruchty
r' Continued from page 9.
"I think the second overtime period was the first time I got out on
that line," Ruchty said. "The first time I got out there I just happened to have a good shift. I'm glad the coacn stuck with me."
And when opportunity knocked, Ruchty answered the door as his
prediction became a fact at 2:10 of the fourth overtime.
Ruchty stationed himself in front of the Ferris State net and called
for the puck. Meharry responded by dishing the puck to Ruchty from

to Majerle in scoring (22.7) and rebounding (10.5)
and was among the MAC leaders in field goal percentage (.546) and free throw shooting (.779).
Majerle, a tV6 senior from Traverse City, Mich.,
needs one more point to reach the 2,000 mark for
his career. He led the MAC in scoring (23.4) and
rebounding (10.8).
Majerle is a three-time first-team All-MAC
selection. Long was also a first-team pick last
year. Wesley was a second-team slection a year
ago, and Adams, Graham and Johnson all
received honorable mention last season.
Adams, a 6-0 junior from Cleveland, averaged
15.3 points and 3.5 assists per game. He was second
in the MAC in steals ana was among the league
leaders in field (.531) and free throw (.762) shooting.
Johnson, a 6-2 senior from Flint, Mich., broke
the MAC single-game scoring record with 53 points
against Wright State. He averaged 19.2 points,
sixth best in Die MAC.
Wesley, a 6-3 senior from South Bend, Ind.,
stands 14th on the MAC career scoring list with
1,698 points. He averaged 20.2 points this season
and has scored more than 1,100 points each of the
last two years.

We're playing with confluence.
I like our chances, but we have
to play good basketball on the
road first."
Selgo said BG is the team
everyone will have to beat to
win the title.
"They're certainly the odds
on favorite to win it," he said.
"They were the best team in
the conference after the
16-game regular-season. They
defintely nave to be the
favorites.
"But anything can happen
now. You have to take them
one game at a time."
Last year, the Falcons mar-

ched to the championship with
close victories over the Golden
Flashes and CMU.

job of controlling all of BG's
players," Hahn said. "All are
very good athletes with the abil-

ity to hurt us.
"BG is playing well at a good
time of the season.

But this is the first year
which the tournament has had
a quarter-final round. BG head
coach Fran Voll said he is not
sure what the bye means advantage-wise.
"Two games in a week
seems like enough to me. We'll
find out if the layoff is good or
bad," Voll said. "But it might
as well be us that gets it."
Voll said he will use the time
off to work on some fundamentals his team needs drill on.

behind the net, and Ruchty one-timed it toward the goal.
Bulldog goalkeeper Marc Felicio. who had stopped 61 previous BG
shots, managed to get a piece of the puck with his left pad but not
enough as it trickled in the net behind him.
"I just thought that was a great play by Meharry and Quinn," Ruchty said. "This is probably the greatest thing that's happened to me
this season. It's the way I've helped the team out so far.
Ironically, the last Falcon to score a goal in a fourth OT was Gino
Cavallini in the 1984 NCAA National Championship in Lake Placid.
This year's finals are also in Lake Placid.
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in loving memory of Kevin Ross & Steve Hanna, March 9th, 1985

"I'll never be able to understand it.
I was just with them the other dayYou never can tell when death will
strike the ones you loveThey always brought smiles to people's faces,
Forever laughing and joking and living
life to its fullestIt just doesn't seem right.
They had the world at their fingertips
and because of one man's decision to
drink and drive they'll never have
the chance to show how much
they had to offerHow anyone could ever be so irresponsible,
I'll never KnowOne thing is certainThis should never happen again...NEVER AGAIN"

STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
U.S.D.A. STAMP COUPONS
GLADLY ACCEPTED

MONEY
, II ORDERS

f H0>ET

From The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi and members of Never Again
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Emerson nominated
Hobey Baker finalist
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Nelson Emerson, shown here scoring the Falcons'
fourth goal in BG's 6-3 win against Ferris State, Saturday night, was

•The Joe'
Q Continued from page 9.
FSU outscored BG, 2-1, in the
third period, but the game was
never in jeopardy.
While Saturday's game was
never in doubt, Friday's game
became a question of whether
BG could beat freshman goalie
Marc Felicio in the OT periods.
Felicio set a FSU record by
stopping an amazing 61 shots in
the contest.
There were two points in the
game where Felicio was simply
unbeatable.
The first duration came between the closing minutes of the
first period and the 14:08 mark
of the third period when Emerson tied the score at 4-4. In the
regulation time, Felicio stopped
38 of 42 shots.
The second duration came in
OT where the freshman stopped
23 shots before yielding the
game-winner to Ruchty.
"He (Felicio) just keeps get-

ting better," FSU head coach
John Perpich said. "... I think
we want to give up as as few
good percentage shots as possible. The entire team worked
hard to try and accomplish that
tonight."
As far as the scoring was concerned, it was a see-saw battle
throughout the contest.
BG scored the first, third and
fifth goals of the period to take a
3-2 lead after the first 20
minutes. Senior Don Barber
opened the scoring just :44 seconds into the contest and also
scored BG's second goal of the
game at 6:53.
Bill Thomas scored at 2:50 of
the second period to tie the game
3-3, before Dean Cowling gave
the Bulldogs a 4-3 lead at 3:23 of
the third period. After Cowling's
goal, the BG offense started to
roll pressuring the Bulldogs in
their own zone. At the same
time, Falcon goalie Paul Connell
steered away all Bulldog chances, stopping 30 shots in the outing.

BG News/Mark Thalman
selected as one of 10 finalists for the Hobey Baker Award, college
hockey's equivalent to football's Heisman Trophy.
BG's persistence paid dividends as Emerson gathered in a
Andy Gribble pass and wheeled
around Felicio to tie the game
with 5:52 remaining in the third
period.

Tonite is Popcorn Nile
All Popcorn 1/2 price

Bowling Green's Nelson
Emerson received a nomination as one of 10 finalists for
the Hobey Baker Memorial
Award, college hockey's
equivalent to the Heisman.
The winner will be announced
on March 30 at Lake Placid.
T h
centerman,
who hails
from
Waterford,
Ont., captured the
Central Col1egiate
Hockey Association
regular- Emeraon
season scoring title with 28
goals and 37 assists for 65
points. Emerson was also
named First-Team All-CCHA
yesterday.
"That's quite an achievement for Nelson," BG head
coach Jerry York said. "I
think he's certainly earned
it."
Emerson's play has not
slackened since his outstanding freshman year which saw
him score 26 goals and 35 assists for 61 points. He was
dubbed the CCHA's Rookie of
the Year.
"With all the attention he's

received through the recruiting process and now through
two years here, he's kept such
a level head," York said.
"You can't help but admire
him for the type of person he
is."
Former Falcon George
McPhee won the trophy after
the 1981-82 campaign.
McPhee is the only CCHA
performer to have captured
the award.
The CCHA has another finalist in Lake Superior's Mark
Vermette, the CCHA's
Player-Of-The-Year. He led
the nation in goal scoring during the regular season with 38
and finished the fourth in the
league in scoring with 55
points.
The other eight finalists
with class, regular-season
final statistics and college are
as follows: Phil Berger, Jr.,
(37-31-68 in 34 games), Northern Michigan; Re jean Boivin,
Sr., 119-16-35 in 22 games),
Colgate; Dave Capuano,
Soph., (25-34-59 in 26 games),
Maine; Mike Golden, Sr.,
(13-28-41 in 26 games),
Maine; Steve Johnson, Sr.,
(27-44-71 in 35 games), North
Dakota; Pete Lappin, Sr.,
(12-24-36 in 20 games), St.
Lawrence; Paul Ranheim,
Jr., (26-22-48), Wisconsin;
Robb Stauber, Soph., (2.91
goals against average in 35
games), Minnesota.

BUY ONE
AND GET
ONE
FREE!

COME
BACK
ON
TUESDAY!
Double The Value! bin vour I.i\«»rih- fooilt'iii;
sub or reifjuU viUi i >n TUESDAY and gel one
ol eoual or lesser price FREE"
)wilh purchase ol22o;f sottdnnkl
Not valid with anv other coupons or offers

■BIU>\IK:AS'I \I:\\S

3ieSfols4fouatoe

WOODLAND MALL
352-8391

* It's the story of iheir Eves.
AT 7:15 p.m.

ATTENTION:

IRONwnm
AT 9:30 p.m.

1=1

Congratulations

MATTTELFER
On Your Beheading as 1987-1988

FREDDIE FALCON

Technical Writing majors, Technical Editing
majors, and English majors

The BG News"
needs copy editors.
Please contact Judi Kopp at 372-2603
for more information

I Love You,

UPDATE:

Debbie
Cleveland's own

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts.

For information call
Cpt. Gary Wirzylo
at 372-2476
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Champion

European Rock Star
Poster Sale

Grand Ballroom
8pm-1 -1pm Thurs
March 10th
S1 admission
Top 40 / Rock / Original

•Choose form 60-100 different titles
•Post cards also available
•ON SALE Mon.-Wed., March 14-16
in Student Services Forum from 10am-5pm

The
Ridgeline

Send your special somebunny
and Castergram from URO

(formerly the UAO Outing Center)

is now open for
business.
Its new hours are:

11:30-1:30 Monday
11:30-3:00 Friday

ON SRL€
March 16 - Moth Science Lobby
March 17-18 - Union Foyer
March 28-29 - Math Science Lobby
Your message and Reese's Peanut Butter Egg will be delivered
on campus and to OCMBs Wednesday March 30th.
Only 50*

Equipment is now
available
for Spring Break!
Call 372-2343 or

REMINDER!! REMINDER!!

Outing Center
372-2846

9:00 PM 210 MSC BUILDING

SPRING BREAK ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING TONIGHT!!!
BE THERE!!.'!!!!

Classifieds

14 March 8,1988

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS OP:
March 21 S April 4. IMS
Scheduling On-Campui
lnl*rrlaw Appointments:
The first day ol sunups lor interviews during
the penod ol March 28 through Aerfl S. 1988
w* be held on Wednesday. March 9. 1988 at4
PM at the Northeasl Commons Education sunups w* be heU m the Forum ot the Student Sar
vices Budding at 6 p m Al registranfs must
have a First Choice Interview Card to participate
in the fvst day ol s»gn-ups After the lirst day.
students and AJumni-ae may s-gn*up hx mterviews Irom Sam to 5 p m at the Unrverarfy
Placement Services. 360 Student Services
Buadmg A Credential Form must be aubewrt
ted tor each interview scheduled at the Hme
ol sign-up.
Cancellation ol Interview Appolntaients;
Canceaation o( an mtervew must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm on the Wednesday (one week)
loacwng the correspond*^ interview Sign-Up
Day Canceeations alter this time wil be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
caretuiy consider employers betore sorting up
lor intennews
No Show Policy
Failure to appear tor a scheduled interview or
vwlehon ot the canceaahon pokey wi result «
■mmediate suspension ol your signup
privileges lor the next recruiting period If you
did not honor your scheduled interview, you are
requred to send a letter ot apology to the
employer lor missrtg the interview, file a copy
ot this letter with the University Placement Ser
vtcee. and meet with a placement counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who no-shows twice wil be
denied -nierviewing privileges 'or the remainder
ol the academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirement*
An asterisk (■ | totowing an organizahoneJ name
denotes speed* requirements regarailng work
statue ai the United States Please review these
requirements carefully If no astensk (*) appears, the organization wtf interview only candidates wrrh U S citizenship or Permanent v*a
Students who do not meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the
MMMng Ml
Spotllghl Presentations
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable mlorma
tion about career paths detailed position
responsibilities and organizational philosophy
AH students scheduling interviews are strongly
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights
Spotlight Presentations are usualy held in the
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
at 7 p.m To enter the Student Services Budding
m the evening, please use the patio entrance
Additional Placement Services:
There are important sen/ices available to you at
the University Placement Services Please note
that not all organizations and companies regularty recruit on college campuses The let betow
generaVy reflects the high demand areas «n the
world of work Don't become discouraged if
your career field is not requested To assist you
m conducting an assertive pb search, the
University Placement Services provides career
and placement counseling, credential services
job search workshops professional development seminars, career fairs and an alumni
Falcon Network Our excellent Career
Resource Library oilers you career and
employer information and current (ob vacancies
m ALL career fields Placement Counselors
directly refer registered students to employers
m the* desired career lields Insure your access to these services by registering with the
University Placement Services m your final year
at Bowfeng Green Stale University
MONDAY. MARCH 28
Lancaster Crty Schools
TUESOAY. MARCH 29
Cuyahoga Hills Boys Schools
Federal Bur of Investigation
Keeey Compan.es
Lancaster City Schools
Montgomery Co Pubfcc Schools
Newark City Schools
Radio Snack
WEDNESDAY MARCH 30
Century Companies ol Amencs
Clermont Co Schools
Perry Corporation
Roadway Express
Stambaughs
Xerox Corporation
THURSDAY MARCH 31
Aratex Services. Inc.
Lexl-cump
Roadway Express
FRIDAY APRIL 1
Frtes Correctional Equip . Inc
Norfolk Pubbc Schools
Virginia Beech City Pubfcc Schools
TUESDAY. APRIL 5
Data Basics
Hemalon City Schools
John Hancock Insurance
K-Mart Apparel Corp
Mad River Twp Schools
Prudential Insurance)
United Telephone of IN
Westemle City Schools
Xerox Corporation
WEDNESOAY. APRIL 6
Army Materials Command
Bowing Green City Schools
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Faweytown Local Schools
HemHton Crty Schools
Westerviie Crty Schools

D
□
D
D
D
D

THURSDAY. APRIL 7
Central Transport. Inc
Northwestern Mutual Ins
St Marys Schools
FFHOAY. APRIL 8
Flndtoy CHy Schools
Pertman-Rocque Company
Prudential Rnancaal Services
Senate Democratic Caucas
Stanley Door Systems

LOST & FOUND
LOST GOLD CROSS ON GOLD CHAIN IN THE
REC CENTER BY THE BIO BASKETBALL
COURTS
PLEASE CALL OR LEAVE
MESSAGE AT 3722510 MY MOM WILL KILL
ME If SHE FINOS OUT ITS GONE

RIDES
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•'ATTENTION SKATERS'*
UNIVERSITY SKATING CLUB OPEN SESSION
IS FROM 8-10 PM TONIGHT AT THE ICE
ARENA J2 ADMISSION FOR NON-MEMBERS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday • Wednesday Friday
2-5 PM S3 75
AMA Caribbean Cruise
Rattle Drawing
Wed March 9 at 12 20 PM
m BA lobby
AMA ELECTIONS
for 1988-89 School Year
Tuesday March 8th
McFaU Center at 7 30 PM
Candidates Dress Formal
Al Members Encouraged to Attend
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4:30
400 Moietey Hall
Come Join ust
OCMB 4749
Attention al Juniors & Seniors"
OnMcren Delta Kappa Is now accepting appHcatlonst Applications can be obtained from
405 Student Services A may be returned to the
UAO office. 3rd floor. University Union
Ormcron Delta Kappa is a national leadership
honor society & is recognized as one ot the
highest honors a University student can earn
All applications must be received by March 30
So. Apply Now'

An you going South tor Soring Break?
Two groal girls desperately need a ride lo
MIMon Hood. t.C. or somewhere In me vicinity
WI hat? pay gas Cal Use at 372 1684
I need a ride lo Cokjmbus March 10. Thurs
Anytime alter 1 PM • OAS MONEY" Col Uu 2-3087

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPING

24 HOUR
WORD PROCESSING
352-1818

A lo 2--Wei peck a amp
UPS• Federal Express
148 S Mem 352 5042
Abortion, morning alter treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center lor Choice II. Toledo.O 255-7769

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon Fn 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE

Do you want to travel throughout Europe?
and
Earn six hours toward your degree1
BGSUs Fantastic Summer Program in France
may be (ust right for YOU
Meet with former participants and
students from Nantes. France during an
open intcifmational meeting on
Tuesday. March 8th at 9 00 PM at
The French House on Sorority Row
Ctasaei In Engash • Al motors welcome
or contact
Dr Charles Cnrffle at
372-8180 or 372-2646

JOUR 300 applications available in JOUR office. 319 West HaJI DEADLINE 3-18-88 App
*Y—rty
Psl Chi Fourth Annual Book Sale
March 10 and If m the 2nd floor student
lounge of the Psych buedtng 11 00 4 00. sale
*>cludes classic texts covemg theory, sell
actualization, interpersonal communication, and
fun reading
SOLD LEADERSHIP LEARNING
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Topic Effective Meetings
Mon . March 14-4 30 PM-Ohio Suite-Union
For reservations call 2-2843
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 7.
1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP ANO GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1988 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOU CAP SIZE
STINGER S CAFE
$ 79 Subs after lOPM
Eat m only
Student Film Organization, we WATCH.
DISCUSS and MAKE movies. Meetings held
every Wednesday, 106 South Hall. B PM

GOING ON A TRIP FOR
SPRING BREAK 'MT?
""Oaytona Beach""
•••FortLauderdate--*

Before you sign that trip contract let Student
Legal Services. Inc review that contract with
you Another Service made available by your
$2 Legal Fee.
•KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SIGNING1
Cal lor an Appointment
SLS 172-2951
BELATED 21st BIRTHDAY AMY
BESTWICK
LOVE. YOUR OTHER HOUSE AT
149 MANVILLE

• • -KD SHAMROCK PROJECT KD' • •
JAILNBAIL
KD SHAMROCK PROJECT KD
JAILNBAIL
KD SHAMROCK PROJECT KO
••• MARCH 12. 1988 •••

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CRISTY
I hope the) B-Day * your best one ever' i love
7--?
1-4-3

'Ad Club Meeting*
When Wed March 9th 7 30 PM
Whre 116 BA
Who Monty Green, former Sr VPotJ Welter
Thompson
Be there and get involved in one ol the best
dubs on campus1

Homer-omlng Logo Contest
Win $100
Entries due March 18
405 Student Services

*Ad Club Meeting*
When Wed March 9th 7 30 PM
Where 116 BA
Who Monty Green, lormer Sr V P of J Waller
Thompson
Be there and gel involved m one ol the best
duos on campus'
•KJas me. I don't smoke'*
Ad Club is sponsoring a raffle in the BA loyer
Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday trorn 9 AM
lo 4 PM Guess how many chocolate kisses era
in the par lor only a quarter and win a greet prize
rl you're right' Hope to see you there!
' Kiss me I don't smoke''
Ad Club is sponsoring a rattle in the BA loyer
Monday Tuesday, and Wednesday between 9
AM a 4 PM Guess how many chocolate kisses
are m the iar lor only a quarter and wm a great
prize il you're right' Hope to see you there'
• Panhel * Panhel* Panhel'
GET PSYCHED FOR
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS NIGHT'
• Panhel-Panher PanhelALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Sbnger's Cafe
Monday Wednesday-Friday
2-5 PM S3 75
ATO SPLASHERS THANK OUR DG COACHES
FOR A VERY WET' EVENING THURSDAY
NITE ALL OF YOU ARE GREAT- BIG E and
THE GANG
AXO VIP'S- •
You guys are great' Keep up the super work!
Love. The Actives
Biking Shorts
Spring Fashions
Speedo Swrmsuits
SRC PRO SHOP
Coed Bicycle Tours
Colorado Rockies 1988 Whitewater ratling,
leeping. van support Cotege Cycle Tours
(313)3571370

TEST PREPARATION NOTE TAKING
"Time Sever I Tips lor Taking Notes"
March 9-330to430PMOR
March to - 4 00 to 5.00 PM
Location 213 Mosetey Hal-Study Skits Ctr
REGISTRATION IS UMITEDCALL 372-8840

DAFFODIL DAYS
lo benefit Cancer research a services
March 16 a 17 $4 per bouquet ol 10
Place orders by 3-11 by using
the maft-in torm m today's BG News
or by catang 372-2810
Proceeds to American Cancer Society

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fn. 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE

On which campus is sex illegal?
Can you understand your foreign TA?
Want to chat with a CIA agent?
Would you like to cut your student loan in half?
What's the wettest campus sport?
Which words are 'awesome' today, but not 'hip'
tomorrow?

Don't miss the March issue of

v.

GO TO JAIL
Kappa Delta Jal-N-Bal
Arreat your roommate, boyfriend, R A . .Donations accepted al week in Math Science buxJImg foyer Proceeds go to B.Q ChiWrens
Resource Center Sponsored by Kappa Delta
Sorority

HAPPY

CONGRATULATIONS SANDY AND SONDRA
ON WINNING ALL-CAMPUS HOOPS!
GP.EG AND "MORNIN"

Women's Rights t Pro-Ufe Feminism A Consistent Ethic of Life by Jus Loosen Wednesday.
March 9 at 7 30 PM in the Community Suite of
the Unrversrty Union

EDDIE.
Another year older-Anotfier celebration
together Thanks for al the great memories
HAPPY 23RD MflTHOAYI
Love always. Missy

•••Ea-a-rwltan»"SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU
AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES-

Student Personnel Association Meeting
Wednesday. March 9. 1988
8 00 PM 112 BA Bueding
Guest Speaker Lome Sutsky from BGSU
Management Department on interviewing

Today at 1 00. Center tor Academic Options,
331 Administration—learn about Internship
opportunities In Washington DC tor Fall. All
majors Invited. Call 2-8202 If cannot attend.

Do you want to travel throughout Europe'
and
Earn six hours toward your degree'
BGSUs Fantaatk* Summer Program In France
may be Wet right lor YOU
Meet with former particlpenls and
atudents from Nantes. France during an
open informational meeting on
Tuesday. March 8th at 9 00 PM at
the French House on Sorority Row
Classes m Engash - Al majors welcome
or contact
Or Charles Chime al
372-8180. 3722648

TYPING SERVICES lor al typea ol papera including dissertations using Xerox Memory
Writer Cal 352-3987 from 8 am -9 p m

PERSONALS
DAFFODIL DAYS
to benefit Cancer research & service*
March 16 A 17 $4 per bouquet of 10
Place orders by 3-11 by using
the marf-in form m today's BG News
or by csaVig 372-2610
Proceeds to American Cancer Society

Dtd you ever want to have someone arrested?
You can' Kappa Delta Ja*N-Ba»-Oonation
$1 OO-arreal forme avaaabe In Math Science
buumg loyer al iris weak 9:00-4 00

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE
Coed Bowling-March 14: M a W Outdoor
Soccer-March 15: Coed 3-Ptlch SoltDelMarch 2g; Coed Otxea a Men's Singles
Terms -March 30 Al entriee due by 4 00 PM
with forfeit fee m 108 SRC

MARCH II EMOTIONAL WELLNESS month
Communication is a skil Open yourself up to effective communication. For more information on
ttss topic and others, visit the Wen (2nd floor.
Student Health Center)
Perspectives Listen to WBGU 88 t
372-2826 Tune in to something new each
Monday after the 5 o'clock news Engineer
Matt Keogh answers your cats every Monday'
372-2826

1967 Cab VCR. record $120 (nag). Pioneer
Cassette Car Stereo $150 (nag ). Party Strobe
Light $15-al in good condition Cal Rob at
354 3243 manke offer (eves )F

Wendy Member.
Happy 20th Birthday! Get ready to party!
Love, Your Reorniea

FOR SALE
JVC CASSETTE DECK LIKE NEW
BEST OFFER 372-1295

Who Kappa Delta
What JAJL-N-BAIL
Why Prevention of Chad Abuse
Whan Saturday. March 12.1988
Where: Kappa Dab House

For Sale Stereo, Fisher turntable Receiver
Equalizer dual tape deck. Pioneer CD. EPI
3-way speakers, wal unit 7 CDs Asking $800
wi ateo sal components Mike 354-6517

WHO YOU'
WHAT BUY YOUR TICKET'
WHEN TODAY! (THROUGH MARCH 16)
WHERE IN MOSELEY. EOUCATION OR THE
UNION
WHY YOU COULD WIN A FREE
SEMESTER S TUITION (GIVEN BY HSA|
HOW WITH $1 00 (EASY. HUH!|

Is II True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through
the US government? Gal the laefs today' Cat
1-312-742-1142 Eld 1794

Honda Aspencade 1200 cc fury equipped 10
months old 352-5343 or 372-2097

WANTED
6 FEMALE SUBLEASERS FOR SUMMER 5
BEDROOM HOUSE ON S SUMMIT $215 $
UTILITIES. CALL TRACY 372-3686
llaTPItOVE YOUR SOCIAL STATUS
"LIVE WITH US"
2 roomies needed for summer. 1 tor fal M or F
Cal Scott or Ron 353-0169
Needed. 2 Imle non-amkg rmmtes lor apt
88-89 school year Lrge 2 bdrm apt close to
campus Cal 372-5532. soon'
Non-emokrng male roommate wanted lor Fal 88
(Aug-Oec) Wil not have to find subteeser for
Spring 89 Cal Tarry 354 0284
ONE FEMALE RMMTE FOR 88-89 SCHOOL
YEAR HOUSE BEHIND MARK'S PIZZACLOSE TO CLASSES. LAUNDRY.
EVERYTHING' CALL 353 6218
WANTED: One nonsmoking roommate for
88-89 school year to live m Haven House Cal
Bel al 2 5339 or Scott at 2-5638

200 Counselors 4 Instructors Neededf
Print*, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lotllkan. PO BOX
23460. Kanllworth. NJ 07033 (201-27S-O5M.
ARTIST-For quick portrait sketches and
caracaturea at Cedar Point. Geauga Lake and
Sea World Energetic and ratable WI train
Need face painters, cashiers-salespersons and
artists
Contact
Kaman'a Art Shoppes
1-216-336-3016
ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS
Summer employment available in beautiful
recreational camps across the US Good pay.
para room and board Contact Recreational
Photography Associates, c-o Cooperative
Education Office On-Campus Interviews March
7

PIKES--BuVS FIRST FRAT
Tins la where the tun began
46 years and sill going strong

FEDERAL. STATE 1 CIVIL SERVICE Jobs
$19.646-$69,891 a year. Now Hmg-Cal
JOB LINE 1-518-459-3611 Ext-F1535A 24
HR

PROTECT YOURSELF!
Join Karate'
Classes atari 3-8-88 Eppt Ctr

Ful Time Day Driver
Musi have own car
Apply ■) person- 2-4 PM M-Fr
Oibenedettos-No Phone Cats Please

RESIDENT ADVISOR POSITIONS
The Office of Residential Services is now taking
apolcattons tor anticipated openings lor Female
RAs lor Fal ot 1988 Al Interested females are
asked to fas an application by March 11. 5 00
PM to be considered first priority lor any openings Applications wil be taken after March 11
Applications are available in 425 Student Services
SAVE A LITE
NEVER AGAIN
Response**) DecaVons about Drinking and
Driving- Meeting Wednesday. March » at 9 30
PMm 110BA
SOME THINGS WERE JUST MEANT TO BE
PIKES
46 years of exceeence
as BG s first flat
Spring Fashions
Biking Shorts
Speedo Swlmeulte
SRC PRO SHOP
STINGER'S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat in only
Thanks Delta Gammas for the wonderful dinner
last Wednesday We had a great time"'
Love.
The Sonars ol Gamma Phi Beta

Stereo system Excetenl rjuatty Onkyo 55
watt receiver. Micro Seiko professional turntable. Boss 301 speakers. 12 band equalizer
Over $1000 new $500 3728181. Dr
Didham
SUNOLASSES
RAY-BAN. SERENGETTI
WAYFARER
10S DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

VUARNET.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apartments lor summer 1988 and
88-89 school year
126 S
Summit
1 2673341
1-2 BEDROOM APTS
School Year. Year. Summer Leases Available
S » V Rentals 352-7454
3 bdrm apt. 117 1-2 Lehman Ava. Call
352-1518 or 354-1017 after 7:30pm

BGSU Football Managers needed Must have
afternoons tree Male & female positions
available Contact Ron at 353-6517 lor more
■nto

Put your mark on Homecoming 68
Design the logo and
Win $100
For more into contact the Office
of Student Activities & Orientation

Large Samsung Microwave
Musi SM $85
Cal 353-5424
Like new Typewriter Top ol tne Smith Corona
Coronomatic model with new cartridges $150
372-8181, Or Didham

a-KM . THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
46 years in pursuit ol excellence
BO'S FIRST FRATERNITY

PROUD TO BE A PIKE
46 years ol quality men al BG
TTKA • BG s lirst Ira!

ig86 Btanchl Trofeo racing bike 57cm
Carnpy-Modoto-Ofmege-Mavic equipped
Exoetent Condition Adam 353-1588

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARO APPLICATIONS ARE DUE WEDNES
DAY. MARCH 16 FOR THE 1988-89 UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
APPLICATIONS ANO MORE IIV«*IRMAT10N.
CONTACT THE IM OFFICE. 108 SRC.
372-2464
^

HELP WANTED

Lora Manro-The best sis. pal. 5 roomie! What a
task we accompashed-Keeping Frieda a secret
Thank you lor your support Luv a Joy Gma

1961 CHEVY CITATION. 4 SPO. 4 CYL AM
FM CASSETTE STEREO HIGH MILEAGE
GOOD CONDITION $700 OR BEST OFFER
CALL PAT AT 353-6715 OR 372-7260

General Counselors
Group leaders, arts-crafts director, lifeguards
(W.S.I). Nurse, food supp . cooks, business
mgr Camps located in Brtdgewater and
Leesburg VA Cal the Girl Seoul Council ol the
Nations Capital (202) 337 4300
Metropolitan Pools is NOW hiring UFEGUAROS
lor summer help si Cuya. Portage and Lake
County Must be CERTIFIED m Dissaving |CPR
Is prelerred) Cal 741 -9451 NOW lor an inler
view
RESORT HOTELS. Cnnselinns. Amnes a
Amusement Parks NOW accepting applications
lor summer robs, internships and career positions For intormatKm s application write National CokMgiete Recreation. P O Box 8074
Hilton Head Island. SC 29S3S
Resort island Summer Employment Ice CreamGut Shop Restaurant Housing available
Resume Box 431 Keetya Island. OH 43438
THINKING AHEAD ABOUT SPRING BREAK
BUT HAVE NO MONEY? WOW! YOU ARE IN
LUCK BUTTONS-THE FUN PLACE TO BE IS
NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING AND CAR POOLING
AVAILABLE APPLY IN PERSON TUES THRU
SUN AFTER 8:00 PM AT BUTTONS 25481
DIXIE HWY
UPWARD BOUNO SUMMER PROGRAM
June 19-July 29 A precotage preparatory program lor high school students Ernployment
avatabte as TUTOR-COUNSELOR Available
24 hours daily. Restdentx*'. Mai soph, class
Five positions $900 salary INSTRUCTORS
(Math, Social Studies. Communlcetioni a
Science)-Available morning hours, nonresidential. Bachelor a degree required. Salary
baaed on rjuattftcabone Applications duo
March 25. at 301 Hayes Hal

AFFORDABLE 2 bdrm. 1 bath apt. Close lo
eampps. Available now. 352-0302
APARTMENT HUNTING?
Gel what you pay lor-Clean, comlortable surroundings
in privately managed buddings
See lor yourself
Our tenants are our references
352-3445 day or eves
A limited number available

APARTMENTS FOR RENT, 9 AND 12 MONTH
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-7112
APTS FOR 1988-89. Summer 88
600 Tried St-2 bdrm. 4 person occupancy
824 Sixth St-2 bdrm. 2-3 person occupancy
Gaa healed. AC. ample parking, laundry
leotltiea Owners pay al utilities except electric
Roeaonable rales Cal 352 4966 (between 5
PM and 10 PM)
CONVENIENCE PLUS COMFORT
Furnished Efficiency Apartments
FREE HEAT. ACS WATER
Private Parking
9 or 12 mo leases available
CALL RE MANAGEMENT TOOAYI
352-11302

GRAO STUDENTS
Sublease a greet efflctency for the summer
$235 per month Aval May 14th Augg 14th
Close lo campus Cal 352-5748 or 372-9845
Mon and Wed 9 30 11 30 AM
Hou land Apartments
dose lo campus lor summer 1966
a 88-89 school year 1-267-3341
HOUSES FOR 88 89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 354-7701 OR 352 2330|
AFTER 5.00
Houses lor Rent Summer 88 Close to campus 1 person per bedroom Summer rates cal
363-1731
LIVE ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
There are openings lor students
at the
PEACE HOUSE
tor this summer and lor
next school year
The Peace House is leoeted at
the comer ol THURSTIN and PIKE
362-7634
LOOKING FOR LUXURY
ROCKLFDGE MANOR
Limrted number available. 2 bdrm .
2 ful baths, dishwasher spacioue
And More
LOOK TODAY I
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-0302
Sublease One bedroom apt m a quiet, convenient location Available immediately Cal
353-1076 attar 7 00 PM
Summer Rentals- 3 month
Apertmenls-Houses-Rooms
Phone 352-7365
TAKE A LOOK AT

THANKS To our ROWDY REBEL FANS lor
cheering us on in Columbus. We had a btaat'
We're looking forward to seeing you In
Cleveland Can't wait to celebrate our BIG WU
with you
THE REBELS
To our GAMMA PHI BETA NEOPHYTES
"Be what you are. and become what you are
capable of beo-mlng.'' Were behind you al the
way!
Love.
Your Gamma °*K fHltfl

FOR SALE
"For Sale: Formal dreee-lee length, rdaacoWred. alia 7. Excellent Conaxtlen-BsM Otter. Cell Llaa today al 354-27(1 "
••TYPEWRITER*
Electrie wtttl auto,
oarract.
HAVE TO SELL! 2-4353
10 speed men's Schwmn. good condition. $66
or beat offer Cal 353-681 7. leave name and
number.

AFFORDABLE. 2 BDRM 1 1-2 BATH
APARTMENTS. FURNISHED AND UNFURN
9 or 12 mo. leases a'naajBra
TAKE A LOOK TOOAYI
RE MANAGEMENT
312-0302
Why pay high rent?
Invest In 2-bdrm 12X50 It mobas home and
racoop Ss later Lota ol storage. 10X12 ft
deck Good condition' Must sal now' $6000
w-fum negotatite Park view 362-0958

BRviD rXCDlVXTT
DONTswe/rr IT.
ONe. TOO^yMYOOO. THE CAtTOOMST
lorniru HASN'T /MD£ '£A1^
UP TIT/
I nil

